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1Introduction 

The operational and structural rationalization of the General Services Section (GSS) comes at a timely 1. 
confluence of the UNECA repositioning strategy and the planned implementation of the enterprise resource 
planning (ERP). The initiatives at three levels converge on the common denominator of effectiveness and 
efficiency—the stuff of which sound management is made—to reach the desired organizational goal. As much 
as form follows function in design, automation follows rationalization, making the operational and structural 
rationalization of the GSS a salutary preparation before the introduction of the ERP. 

Against such backdrop, the primary objective of the GSS rationalization is to bring about perceptible 2. 
improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery of its units and sub-units by streamlining 
the business processes and organization structure into an integrated system of interdependent functions, after 
the diagnosis and evaluation of the status quo business model. The report is organized into five chapters: the 
conceptual and strategic framework (chapter one), the business process (chapter two), the organization system 
(chapter three), the information system (chapter four) and the planning system (chapter five). The analysis and 
synthesis of the business process within the framework of project management and supply chain management 
forms the backbone of rationalization and the core of the report. The executive summary sums up the highlights 
of the report.



3Executive Summary 

The Conceptual Framework

Concepts make the building blocks of a conceptual framework. Accordingly, the rationalization process 3. 
begins with the development of the conceptual and strategic framework from key concepts in the terms of 
reference—notably, rationalization, effectiveness, efficiency, and synergy—with three main aims: to clarify the 
meaning of these key concepts, to visualize the central issues involved in broad outline, and to formulate the 
strategic framework of rationalization.

Effectiveness is doing the right thing to reach the desired result. And doing the right thing begins with 4. 
the identification of the right problem before the prescription of the right solution, for the reward of a problem 
understood well is a problem half solved, as it were. But the right solution to the wrong problem is in effect 
the wrong solution and a contradiction in terms. As the baseball legend Yogi Bera put it famously with elegant 
simplicity, “If you don’t know where you’re going, you’re going to end up somewhere else.” The thrust of the 
conceptual and strategic framework is to serve as the roadmap against straying into such oxymoron by pointing 
to the right problem before the right solution.

The strategic framework of rationalization evolves from the conceptual. The desired end result of 5. 
rationalization is effectiveness and efficiency—two attributes of sound management. Effectiveness and 
efficiency depend on four variables—the business process, organization structure, information system and human 
resources—of which the business process is primary. The rationalization process takes the systems approach 
by proceeding from diagnostic problem analysis of the status quo business model to prescriptive design of a 
better paradigm.
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The Business Process

The business process is primary to rationalization, 6. 
because it determines the organization structure, the 
information system and human resources. Chapter two focuses, 
with commensurate priority, on the analysis and design of the 
business process within the framework of two pillars: supply 
chain for procurement and project management for supply 
chain, and its logical extension travel chain. 

Problem Diagnosis

Virtually all service-providing units and sub-units of the 7. 
GSS swear allegiance to the common mantra of effectiveness 
and efficiency in their ritual mission statements. The service-
receiving groups sneer with “where’s the beef “ about the 
effectiveness-efficiency deficit in the prompt delivery of services 
particularly in procurement, travel and visa. The service-
providing groups counter the charge with “where’s the generic-
specification” and partisan defensiveness. But rationalization 
is not about the passionate fixing of blames, it is about  the 
dispassionate fixing of problems.

The diagnosis of the problems leads to two primary 8. 
conclusions about the effectiveness-efficiency deficit in service 
delivery: (1) asymmetry between the characteristics of services 
in procurement, travel and visa and the status quo business 
model for their management; (2) and the opportunity cost of 
synergy from the lack of integration among interdependent 
functional units. 

Procurement: The Quintessential Project

At the highest level of abstraction and the broadest 9. 
sense of the term, a project is anything and everything with 

finite life cycle marked by beginning and ending events: from 
the universe between the big bang and the big crunch according 
to one cosmological scenario, animal and plant life between 
birth and death, to ephemeral flora and fauna. 

Coming down to the mundane man-made level, what 10. 
makes something a project? In one word, tasks—the stuff and 
building blocks of which all projects are made. A project is a 
goal-seeking undertaking with defined scope of work divisible 
into discrete and interdependent tasks, and governed by limiting 
conditions imposed by specification, time and cost. Apart from 
scale difference, projects and tasks are so much alike a project 
is described as a macro-task, and a task as a micro-project. 
Project management is the equivalent of task management 
by another name, based on task attributes: discrete with 
defined boundary and marked by starting and ending events, 
hierarchical formation suitable for decomposition into the work 
breakdown structure, serial and parallel dependency relations, 
ease of time and cost estimation, independent work assignment, 
and measurable completion status. 

Just like a generic project, procurement has an explicit 11. 
goal, which is to deliver the goods and services specified by the 
requisitioning customer as the standard of effectiveness against 
which what is actually delivered is measured. It is governed 
by constraints of delivery lead-time, budgeted cost, and a 
policy environment circumscribed by the UN Financial Rules and 
Regulations. Procurement has a defined scope of work spanning 
the whole procurement cycle from initiation with requisition to 
final delivery and contract closure.  

Procurement passes through a similar five-phase project 12. 
life cycle of initiation with requisition, planning the execution of 
the authorized procurement, implementation of the procurement 
plan, control by measuring actual against planned performance, 
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taking corrective action when necessary to keep the procurement 
progress on track with the plan, and formal contract closure 
upon completion. Tasks making up the procurement process—
requisition, sourcing, solicitation, submission, evaluation, selection, 
awarding, contracting, logistics and finance—share the common 
attributes of discreteness, internal hierarchy, interdependence, 
complex network of dependency relations, ease of time and 
cost estimation, and independent task assignment. 

The UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook associates 13. 
procurement with project and contract management with project 
management. “Contract management is similar to project 
management. Each contract is a mini-project. It has a unique 
goal, consumes resources, has a beginning and end date, and 
requires coordination and planning of relevant activities …”1. 

In conclusion, procurement embodies all the essential 14. 
attributes of projects to qualify as the quintessential project 
and its veritable clone. But it has not been managed as such—
hence, the asymmetry in the status quo business model between 
the mainstream project nature of procurement, travel and 
visa, and the method of their management as ongoing regular 
operations. And the remedy lies in a symmetric new business 
paradigm that matches and integrates what is managed with 
how it is managed: projects with project management within the 
broader context of integrated supply chain.

Project Management for Procurement

Project management is the application of sound 15. 
management principles and best practices to projects in the 
context of distinctive characteristics of projects. The aim of 
project management is to ensure the successful completion a 
project according to plan—on schedule, within budget and 

1  United Nations, UN Practitioner’s Handbook, November 2006, p. 3-90. 

according to specifications—the same desired goal by services 
in procurement, travel and visa. 

To achieve this aim project management performs two 16. 
essential functions: planning and control. Project implementation 
falls outside the scope of project management for good 
principles: separation of powers in governance and the 
separation of functions in management such as requisition 
from procurement and accounting from auditing. The project 
plan is central to both project implementation and project 
management. The project plan provides the standard of 
implementation and control. As implementation progresses, the 
control function involves tracking actual performance at regular 
intervals, evaluating actual against planned performance, and 
taking corrective action as necessary. 

A project is described by three attributes, known as the 17. 
project triangle: scope, time and cost. The project scope refers 
to the boundary of necessary work that must be performed 
to reach the project goal, without including unnecessary, and 
excluding necessary, tasks. The performance of these tasks 
takes time and cost, making schedule and cost the descriptive 
attributes of project tasks. The functions of project management 
are the planning and controlling of cost and schedule to ensure 
project completion according to the cost budgeted and the 
work scheduled. This is achieved by comparing planned and 
actual performance with respect to cost and schedule. Their 
cost and schedule coordinates in a two dimensional space 
describes the whole project and system of component both in 
terms of planned and actual performance. Figure 4 captures 
the essence project management in a nutshell. 

Cost-Schedule Control: Earned Value Analysis

The earned value analysis is a method of performance 18. 
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measurement and evaluation incorporating the project scope, 
cost and time to inform about the status of progress: whether 
ahead or behind schedule, and over or under budget. Project 
implementation is the translation of plan to performance: the 
work scheduled (WS) to the work performed (WP), and the 
budgeted cost (BC) to actual cost (AC). The relations between 
the work scheduled and performed with the cost budgeted and 
incurred yield the three inputs required for the earned value 
analysis—the actual cost of work performed (ACWP), the 
budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP), and the budgeted 
cost of work scheduled (BCWS)—to measure and evaluate cost-
schedule variances and performance indices. 

The cost variance is the difference between the budgeted 19. 
cost of work performed (BCWP) and the actual cost of work 
performed (ACWP), or the difference between the budgeted 
and actual cost (BC-AC) for the work performed (WP). Positive 
cost variance means progress so far is under budget, because 
the actual cost is less than the budgeted cost (AC < BC) for the 
work performed (WP) up to the status date. 

The schedule variance is the difference between the 20. 
budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the budgeted 
cost of work scheduled (BCWS), or the difference between the 
work performed and the work scheduled (WP-WS) for the 
budgeted cost (BC). A positive schedule variance means progress 
is ahead of schedule, because the work performed is more than 
the work scheduled (WP>WS) for the budgeted cost (BC).

Project Planning: The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

As a common standard of project implementation and 21. 
control—the conversion of planned to actual performance 
and the evaluation of actual against planned performance, 
respectively—the work breakdown structure is very central  to 

project planning and project management, a very compelling 
reason for plea of commensurate attention from the project 
stakeholders. The work breakdown structure is a method of 
project planning designed to facilitate the generation of 
reliable inputs. It is the systematic analysis and synthesis of the 
project scope, and proceeds top down for task decomposition 
and bottom up for time and cost estimation to enhance data 
reliability at lower level of aggregation.  

The project plan is a documented and detailed answer 22. 
to four successive questions about project tasks: what tasks 
must performed to complete the project (task identification 
and decomposition), how tasks must be organized effectively 
(sequencing tasks by serial and parallel dependency relations), 
how long in time and how much in cost it takes to complete tasks 
(time and cost estimation), and when tasks must be performed 
(task scheduling). 

Task identification is the elaboration of the project 23. 
scope and tries to answer what tasks must be performed to 
accomplish to project goal. Task identification must be explicit 
and complete without excluding necessary tasks and including 
unnecessary ones. Tasks are decomposed top-down to form the 
work breakdown structure. In the context of supply chain, the 
major phases of requisition, procurement, logistics and finance 
would be a good starting point for the first level of the work 
breakdown structure. 

The task sequence addresses the order of task 24. 
performance. For effectiveness and efficiency, there is a sensible 
way of organizing tasks by their logical dependency relations. 
Sequencing is the identification of tasks performed in series, 
one after the other, and in parallel, at the same time. The 
serial or parallel order of performing tasks has far reaching 
implications.
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The time required to complete each task is estimated 25. 
under conditions of uncertainty. The risk surrounding the time 
required to complete a task is factored in with a three point-
estimate—optimistic best-case, normal average-case, and 
pessimistic worst-case scenarios—with respective normal 
probability distribution of 1/6, 4/6, and 1/6. The best and 
worst case scenarios correspond respectively to the shortest 
and longest time required to complete a task. The weighted 
sum of the three scenarios is the expected value of the time 
it takes to complete a task, and sets the standard of the time 
required to complete a task in the project plan against which 
the time it actually took is compared to ascertain the status of 
schedule performance.

The answer to how long it takes to perform a task begets 26. 
the question of when it is going to be performed. Given the 
expected value of the time required to complete each task and 
its dependency relations with other tasks, the project schedule 
wedges the task between the starting and ending dates. The 
task schedule depends on three variables: the expected value 
of the time required to complete each task in man-periods, 
the starting or finishing date, and the immediate predecessors. 
With these three inputs, a project management application 
such as MS Project generates the project network diagram, the 
equivalent of the project architecture. 

By virtue of serial and parallel dependency relations 27. 
among tasks, the duration to complete the whole project is 
less than that of the sum of separate tasks. The critical path 
traces the chain of critical tasks and the longest time it takes 
to complete the whole project. The so-called critical path 
signifies the fact that delay in the completion of a task along 
the critical path holds up the project completion on schedule in 
chain reaction, because the successor task cannot start until its 
immediate predecessor finishes. (See the generic template for 

the work breakdown structure in Table 12.)

Integrated Supply Chain for Procurement

The measure of synergy is the difference between the 28. 
results of an all-for-one-and-one-for-all good team and every-
one-for-himself-and-God-for-us-all no team. The same idea 
applies to the value added to effectiveness and efficiency by 
synergy from the integration of interdependent functional units 
and sub-units into a coherent system. 

Although procurement and logistics are interdependent 29. 
functions, shipping is grouped with protocol and visa, registry 
and transport. Procurement and logistics—shipping, central 
stores and inventory—while integral links in the supply chain, 
are scattered under three units. The supply chain framework 
with its logical extension travel chain offers the answer to the 
problem of integration.  

Supply chain takes a holistic systems perspective 30. 
of the acquisition of goods and services, unlike a narrow 
and fragmentary view of procurement. Supply chain a is a 
metaphor for the network of interdependent links, both internal 
and external, directly involved in the acquisition of goods and 
services from initial requisition to final delivery. 

To get a sense of supply chain, consider the procurement 31. 
of a four-wheel drive diesel bus (UNCCS Code 491115) as it 
moves across organizational boundaries, internal and external, 
on a virtual conveyor belt of the procurement process from initial 
requisition to final delivery. The same bus is requisitioned by the 
Transport Unit; ordered by the Procurement Unit; consigned by 
the vendor; transported by the carrier; protected by the insurer, 
duty-free sanctioned by the government, cleared and delivered 
by assistants or agents, stored by the transit warehouse, 
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inspected and received by the storekeeper, recorded by the 
inventory controller, and finally delivered to the requisitioning 
customer. All the functional nodes in the supply of the bus make 
up the links of the supply chain (See Figure 6).

The internal supply chain is grouped under four 32. 
clusters: (1) requisition, (2) procurement, (3) logistics (shipping, 
central stores, inventory control) and (4) finance. The links of 
the internal supply chain correspond to the major phases of the 
procurement process, and serve as the first level of the work 
breakdown structure. Events marking the start and end of each 
phase must be clearly defined such as when requisition begins 
and ends and procurement begins, and when procurement ends 
and logistics starts, etc.

Supply chain management33.  proceeds from the 
proposition that the supply chain is a system of interdependent 
links, and when the links in the supply chain work together for a 
common goal of customer satisfaction as an integrated whole, 
rather than as separate parts, all stakeholders stand to gain 
from the value-adding power of synergy intrinsic to teamwork. 
Working together produces a multiplier effect on individual 
contributions through the coordination of separate efforts. 

Material, financial and information make up the 34. 
three types of flows across the supply chain. Information flow 
permeates the whole supply from initial requisition to final 
delivery, for it mirrors the other two flows. Logistics is primarily 
associated with material flows.

The concept of “travel chain” is corollary to supply 35. 
chain and its logical extension to international travel, for which 
air ticket and visa are required. The same international traveler 
links the air ticket and the visa handled by two interdependent 
units through a primary key identifying the common subject, 

similar to the bus example for supply chain. The links in the 
travel chain include the requisitioning customer, travel, visa, 
human resources, travel agency, airlines, and embassies.

Fusion of  Project Management with Supply Chain

From the analysis of the status quo business model, 36. 
the asymmetry between the project features of services 
in procurement, travel and visa and the system of their 
management as ongoing regular operations without defined 
beginning and end, and the arbitrary organization of units and 
sub-units without regard to the integration of related functions 
to produce synergy effect have been identified as the primary 
causes of the effectiveness-efficiency deficit in service delivery.  
The proposed design solution is a symmetric and integrative 
new paradigm merging project management with the supply 
chain, and by extension the travel chain

The Organization System

The principle of form following function in architectural 37. 
design is the equivalent of the structure following the process 
in organizational design. Accordingly, the design of the 
organization system flows from the two pillars of the new 
business model: project management, to facilitate prompt 
and cost-effective service delivery; and supply chain, to knit 
together related functions into an integrated whole. 

The four functional units and six sub-units are clustered 38. 
under three groups: supply chain, travel chain, and the rest 
outside the two. Supply chain consists of procurement and 
logistics. Logistics is a group of functions primarily concerned 
with the two physical states of consignments—transport in motion 
and storage at rest—and includes shipping, central stores and 
inventory control as interrelated links in the supply chain. As an 
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integral part of supply chain and with overwhelming share of 
handling organizational consignments, shipping is by far more 
closely related to procurement than to protocol, visa, registry 
or transport.

The travel chain subset integrates the functions of 39. 
travel and visa under the same organizational unit linked by 
the same international traveller. Transport and registry make 
up the residual third cluster. Transport substantively can come 
under travel chain for two reasons: travel by air and road are 
just two modes of transport and most transport activities are 
devoted to protocol services during big conferences. Registry 
remains the odd man outside supply chain or travel chain.

Project implementation—the translation of the project 40. 
plan to actual performance—and project management—the 
planning and control of implementation to ensure project 
completion according to plan—are separate functions. Project 
management implies the position of a professional project 
manager with the proficiency in project management and 
related application software. In addition to planning and 
controlling the implementation of an authorized procurement 
project, the project manager will be responsible for overall 
procurement planning at all phases and contract management. 

A project team implements a project, including a team 41. 
of one person. The matrix form of organization is associated 
project management, with the project team as its most 
prominent feature. A project team is formed and dissolved 
for each project; it draws on cross-functional comparative 
advantage such as requisition, procurement and logistics for a 
supply chain project, and travel and travel for travel chain. (For 
organizational scenarios based on the supply chain and project 
management framework see Figures 9 and 10.)

The Information System

The two pivotal issues of asymmetry and integration 42. 
in the makeup of the status quo business model permeate the 
organization and information systems.  After building the form 
for the function and the organization structure for the business 
process comes the mirror image information system as the 
picture of  the whole edifice. The existing information system 
does not remotely approximate, much less mirror, the business 
process. In fact, it would not be an overstatement to describe 
the mirror as broken and the image as distorted. Consider the 
procurement database as a case in point.  

 The procurement database has a structure of 8 43. 
databases (requisition, bids, quotations, purchase order, receipt 
and inspection report, rejection letter, purchase amendment, 
and code,) 39 database tables and 116 data fields. The most 
striking feature of the database is the redundancy of data 
fields to the tune of ninety percent (103 out 116). In the extreme 
case Date Raised recurs 35 times across 39 data tables. 

The problem of redundancy is compounded by the 44. 
inconsistency of field names among different database tables. 
The same filed is given two to four different names in different 
tables, similar to giving multiple names to the same person. After 
adjustment for the redundancy of fields and the inconsistency 
of names, the number of data fields shrinks by 80 percent, from 
a redundant nominal number of 116 to an effective number of 
24 fields. To have a sense of  the level disparity between the 
complexity of the procurement process and the puny number of 
24 data elements used to represent it, juxtapose the number of 
measurements a good dressmaker takes to make the dress fit the 
dresser. Only 24 effectively to cover the procurement business 
process are grossly inadequate. Data tables outnumber data 
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fields by 39 to 24, for an average of less than two fields for 
each data table. 

There is no single currency field in the entire procurement 45. 
database, as if procurement is allergic to money or immune 
from the best value for money principle. All statistical series 
and the so-called key performance indicators are expressed in 
terms of simple physical frequency count by type of transaction 
such as the number of requisitions, bids, quotations, etc.—hardly 
complete and meaningful information for good decisions. The 
closest thing to monetary value that the system offers is the 
number of transactions by value threshold. 

Procurement and other databases were developed on 46. 
Lotus Notes platform in-house more as an ad hoc collection of 
databases, and not as an integrated system, in effect leaving 
interdependent functional units and sub-units on non-speaking 
terms. Granting the advantage of relational over hierarchical 
database architecture such as Lotus Notes, the database 
problem points primarily to the lack of resourcefulness in design 
more than the shortcoming of the software resource. There is 
no evidence of collaboration between the developer and the 
user. 

The procurement database is an ineffective improvisation 47. 
rather than serious design actively involving the user and the 
developer. Without belaboring the charge against the existing 
database, the jury is already in with the wholesale replacement 
of close to three hundred legacy systems across the UN system 
of institutions by the ERP. The ERP is an integrated business suite 
of enterprise applications planned for implementation over five 
years in two “waves”, beginning in 2009. The crucial question 
to be addressed remains the way forward in the interim, taking 
into account the notorious track record of such complex projects 
for time overrun.

If the proposed project management business model 48. 
for supply chain were to be implemented before the ERP kicks 
in, Microsoft Project (MSP) would be a plausible provisional 
candidate. Some of the general features of MSP include 
planning, tracking managing and closing projects; flexibility 
according to need; Microsoft Project Central for collaborative 
planning among workgroup members. 

The Planning System

The last chapter on the procurement planning is 49. 
classified into four successive phases: requirement planning, (2) 
consolidated planning, (3) operational or program planning, 
(4) and project planning. The problem of procurement planning 
happens at the nexus between requirement and consolidated 
planning, arising from non-compliance with generic specification 
and the late submission of requirement plans. The description of 
goods entails the task of conversion from non-generic to generic 
specification before consolidation. 

The same problems recurs at the nexus between  50. 
requisition and procurement in the requisiton phase. Requisitions 
in non-genric form have to loop back to the sender for correction 
before final approval for procurment action. Since requisition 
lies on the critical path of the supply chain, late submission and 
non-generic specification lead to longer delivery lead time. 

The solution to the problem of generic specification lies 51. 
in a simple mix of effectiveness with total quality management: 
by doing the right thing at the very beginning with proactive 
prevention rather than reactive cure. Instead of composing the 
description of goods and services like un open-ended essay, the 
user will be restricted to menu choice from the United Nations 
Common Coding System (UNCCS), the common protocol for 
the generic specification of goods and services procured by 
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the United Nations (accessible at www.ungm.com). The system 
contains the codes and descriptions of one million goods and 
services, half and half, at six levels of hierarchy. With some 
discipline, the simple and sensible procedure would save time by 
eliminating the unnecessary task of conversion and simplifying 
consolidation to a step of sorting on code or description fields.



13
I. The Conceptual and 
Strategic Framework 

A.  The Conceptual Framework

The deductive method of problem solving proceeds top-down from the general to the particular, and 52. 
as such implies the need for some theory to every practice—regardless of how formal and refined, or informal 
and crude. With the stated objective of the rationalization project in the terms of reference both as the point 
of departure and arrival, the conceptual framework provides the theoretical underpinning of rationalization 
and serves as the guiding principle to the right steps in the right direction. As the baseball great Yogi Bera 
famously put it with elegant simplicity, “If you don’t know where you’re going, you’re going to end up some 
place else.” The conceptual framework provides the road map ending in the right place. In any problem-solving 
case including organizational rationalization, a good conceptualization and clear grasp of the core problem 
and related issues, on a broad canvas at a higher level of abstraction, is the right step in the right direction—for 
a problem well understood is a problem half solved, as it were. 

Some key concepts—notably, rationalization, effectiveness, efficiency, and synergy—constitute the 53. 
basic building blocks of the terms of reference. Unfortunately, they mean different things to different people 
and are often tossed around casually to the point of diluting their real meaning, a very compelling reason for 
putting their essence in perspective in the conceptual framework.
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1. Rationalization

The Webster’s New World Dictionary defines rational 54. 
as something derived from logical reasoning, and rationalize 
as to make rational, to make conform to reason, and to apply 
modern methods of efficiency to business organizations. In 
the last sense, rationalization means the application of the 
scientific method management practices with particular focus 
on improvement in effectiveness and efficiency.

Something rational or logical is something based on 55. 
reason.  At the highest level of abstraction, rationalization can be 
described as the act or process of conferring a logical attribute 
on an entity or a system. In the particular context of economic 
or business systems, rationalization essentially amounts to the 
application of management science to improve effectiveness 
and efficiency towards the realization of organizational 
objective. Rationalization is a goal-directed, logical, multi-
dimensional, integrative and transformational reconfiguration 
of the business process, organization system, information 
system, and requisite human resources with the ultimate goal of 
bringing about significant and measurable improvement in the 
effectiveness and efficiency of services provided. 

Rationalization and business process reengineering 56. 
(BPR) are very closely related concepts, whose common 
denominator is the application of problem solving. Engineering 
is applied science to the solution of practical problems, and 
rationalization is the application of the scientific method to the 
solution of management problems. Reengineering is a significant 
improvement of what has been engineered. 

Both involve change from the status-quo business model 57. 
to a rationalized or re-engineered business model designed to 
bring about improvement in effectiveness and efficiency. But 

process re-engineering is considered transformational relative 
to the level of change under rationalization and incremental 
continuous improvement. Apart from these minor differences 
of scope and explicitness or specificity, business process 
reengineering is essentially rationalization by another name, 
with increasingly blurring distinction between the two of them. 
Table 1 summarizes significant areas of difference between 
business process re-engineering and continuous change. By 
those standards, on a continuum between business process 
reengineering and continuous improvement, rationalization 
takes a much closer proximity to the former than the latter.  

Table 1
Continuous Improvement vs. Business Process 
Reengineering

Area of difference Continuous Im-
provement

Business Process 
Reengineering

Reason for change Desire to improve 
baselines

Compelling

Targets Cumulative effect of 
small improvements

Aggressive

Approach Not-structured Structured and Dis-
ciplined

Scope All steps in all pro-
cesses

Broad cross-func-
tional process

Focus Part of system Relations in system
Level of change Incremental & con-

tinuous
Transformation or-
der of magnitude

Involvement of ex-
ecutives

Important up-front 
always

Involvement of em-
ployees

Gradual voluntary Non-voluntary

Use of teams Cross-functional Cross-functional
Role of Information Incidental Cornerstone

Source: Encyclopedia of Management (Incomplete)

Business process is explicitly central to business 58. 
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process reengineering, while the other related dimensions of 
rationalization such as the organization structure, information 
system and human resource requirements are left implicit.  In a 
normative sense, a good process without corresponding good 
structure is an incomplete and sub-optimal job. A business process 
is the workflow, the organization structure the channel through 
which the business process flows, and an enabling information 
system a representative mirror image of the business process. 

2. Effectiveness and Efficiency

Similar to binary neutrons and protons forming 59. 
the nucleus of the atom around which electrons rotate, 
effectiveness and efficiency constitute the centerpiece of 
rationalization around which the business process, organization 
system, information system and human resources—revolve, 
as portrayed in the strategic framework (refer to Figure 1). 
Although effectiveness and efficiency are very intimately 
related concepts, effectiveness is less concrete than efficiency, 
to which the insight of the sage might lend some clarity to the 
subject. Henry David Thoreau gives an edifying metaphor 
about effectiveness and efficiency in juxtaposition to their polar 
opposites, ineffectiveness and inefficiency thus: “There are a 
thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking 
at the root.” Both are effective in the sense of doing the right 
thing of targeting evil, but the difference in level of efficiency 
is dramatic. About doing something ineffective efficiently, the 
eminent management guru, Peter Drucker, had this to say; “There 
is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not 
be done at all.” Doing the thing that should not be done at all 
is the wrong thing, which is the exact opposite of effectiveness 
or complete ineffectiveness. On the effectiveness of leadership 
and management, Steven Covey opines, “Effective leadership is 
putting first things first. Effective management is [the] discipline, 
carrying it out.”

Effectiveness and efficiency are better understood 60. 
when they are viewed together side by side. The most concise 
definition of the two key concepts is expressed as: effectiveness 
is doing the right things, and efficiency is doing the things right. 
“Rightness—the right thing versus the right way, the latter, in the 
sense of economy on time and resources—is a common factor 
to both effectiveness and efficiency. Efficiency is more concrete 
and measurable than effectiveness.  

But what exactly is the right thing? The dictionary 61. 
defines effectiveness as producing the desired result.2 Success in 
accomplishing what one sets out to accomplish is effectiveness, 
accomplishing it with the least effort and time is efficiency. 
Reaching the right destination is effectiveness, getting there in 
the least time and distance is efficiency.

If effectiveness is doing the right thing by producing the 62. 
desired result; then, the right thing is the desired result or the 
intended purpose. The standard of the right way or efficiency 
is the measurable economical use of scare resources, including 
time. Efficiency is often described as cost-effectiveness. A 
generic drug is cost-effective, both effective and efficient, if it 
achieves the desired result of curing an illness for less cost. 

Objective is an expression of the desired end result, 63. 
and effectiveness is a measure or standard of the degree of 
its realization. A plan is an elaboration of the objective and 
provides the standard against which performance is measured 
for effectiveness. 

In the real sense of the concepts objective and 64. 
effectiveness, one cannot exist without the other. Effectiveness 
is the level of success in performance to produce the desired 
result relative to the stated objective as the standard of 

2  Webster’s New World Dictionary: Second Edition
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comparison. Effectiveness is a relative measure of performance 
based on two values: the benchmark standard of performance 
and the actual performance. Without a stated objective to 
serve as a standard of comparison with actual performance, 
performance in terms of effectiveness cannot be evaluated. 
A clear and concise statement of mission objective must come 
before performance evaluation in terms of effectiveness.

A review of the GSS Operating Manual and its 65. 
website reveals a glaring disparity between the title and 
content of mission statements.   With few exceptions (Protocol 
and Logistics Unit and Shipping Sub-Unit), most units and sub-
units have mission statements to speak of, and some do not 
even appreciate the difference between mission statement and 
function. The case was argued that judgment couldn’t be made 
about effectiveness without an objective as the standard of the 
desired result against which the actual result is measured. 

In the GSS operating manual annual and performance 66. 
reports of units and sub-units, the terms effectiveness and 
efficiency recur with frequency bordering on collective 
mantra3, but more as an expression of intent than performance 
evaluation based on the desired and actual result. Talk about 
effectiveness, in the absence of a clear statement of objective 
to serve as the standard of comparison between the results 
desired and delivered, invites the cynical question of  “Where’s 
the beef?”

Degree of  Effectiveness

Effectiveness is measured by the difference between 67. 
what one sets out to accomplish (desired result) and what one 

3  To cite some of them: Inventory and Stores ( “… devoted to the effective 
management of supplies and materials …”), Protocol and Logistics (“… an 
efficient and effective processing system …”), Protocol and Visa (“… effectively 
organize protocol and logistics services …”), Registry (“… efficient and swift 
mailing and pouch services …”)

ends up accomplishing  (actual result). In absolute terms by the 
variance or in relative by the ratio, the smaller value the better 
the outcome. The degree of effectiveness can be divided into 
two types: (1) binary effective or ineffective without middle 
ground between the two poles and (2) and variable degree 
between the two extremes of effectiveness and ineffectiveness.  
In the procurement of some goods there must be complete 
conformity with the technical specification in the requisition. 
Any disparity between what is delivered (actual result) and 
what is requisitioned (desired result) is considered completely 
ineffective and rejected. For example, if one standard of tire is 
ordered and a different one is delivered; no matter how much 
bigger or smaller the delivered tire may be, still it does not fit 
the wheel. 

Although most goods do not fit into zero-variance 68. 
category, services are more variance tolerant in effectiveness 
than goods. For example, the level of effectiveness of food service 
in the cafeteria can be evaluated on a scale of ten, between 
the two extremes of effectiveness and ineffectiveness. 

Table 2
Effectiveness Entity Attributes and Their Relative 
Importance

Attributes 
(Ai)

Performance 
(Pi)

Weight (Wi) Weighted (Pi 
Wi)

A1 P1 W1 P1 W1

A2 P2 W2 P2 W2

A3 P3 W3 P3 W3

A4 P4 W4 P4 W4 
A5 P5 W5 P5 W5

Weighted 
Sum

∑ PiWi

Although not as straightforward as that of efficiency, 69. 
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the measurement of effectiveness is not as intractable as 
it appears to be. It must be realized first that effectiveness 
is just entity with attributes, and these attributes or qualities 
are the characteristic elements, which determine the level (see 
Table 1) of effectiveness. Effectiveness is the weighted sum 
of its attributes. Following such systematic line of reasoning, 
a methodology can be developed for the measurement of 
effectiveness. More of that later.

Although an inseparable pair, effectiveness and 70. 
efficiency are not the same things. Recall that effectiveness 
is the level of success in accomplishing the desired result (the 
right thing), and efficiency is accomplishing it with minimum 
effort and time (the right way).   If one staff member is more 
effective and less efficient, and the other less effective and 
more efficient, who is the better performer? You can’t answer 
the question satisfactorily without information about the terms 
of trade between effectiveness and efficiency, based on their 
relative importance and weight (see Table 3).

Which is more important between effectiveness and 71. 
efficiency in performance evaluation, and what should the 
weight distribution of their relative importance? Such questions 
arise in the development of a composite performance index of 
effectiveness and efficiency—dub it 2E-PI (Effectiveness and 
Efficiency Performance Index). The three options of relative 
importance are: 1. Effectiveness is more important than 
efficiency (F > E). 2. They are equally important (F = E). 3. 
Effectiveness is less important than efficiency (F < E).  

Table 3 
Relative Importance of Effectiveness and Efficiency

Relative Importance Rank Or-
der

Weight 
(1-10)

Effectiveness (F) > Efficiency (E)
Effectiveness (F) = Efficiency (E)
Effectiveness (F) < Efficiency (E)
Total 10

3. Synergy

Synergy comes from the Greek word, sin-ergo, for 72. 
working together in general, but in particular it connotes two 
or more discrete entities acting together to produce an effect 
greater than the sum of their separate effects. Two or more 
elements are a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for synergy, 
making synergy from solo effort is an oxymoron. Cooperation, 
integration, system, and teamwork are concepts closely related 
to synergy, as reflected in their dictionary definitions (Table 4). 
Common purpose, the sum of separate effects of one or more 
elements, and the collective effect of the integrated whole are 
the common threads running through these differently worded, 
but synonymous concepts. 

Synergy is the capacity to achieve collectively—73. 
through cooperation, integration, teamwork and system—
what cannot be accomplished individually. It is the power of 
purposeful and systematic interaction that adds value by the 
differential between the value of the whole and that of the sum 
of its parts. 
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Table 4 
Synergy and Related Concepts

Concept Definition
Cooperate To act or work together with another or others 

for a common purpose.
Integrate To make whole or complete by adding or 

bringing together parts. To put or bring (parts) 
together into a whole; unify.

Synergism  The simultaneous action of separate agen-
cies [drugs], which together [as cocktail], have 
greater total effect than the sum of their indi-
vidual effects.” [Medical context]

Synergy Combined or cooperative action or force.”
Teamwork Joint action by a group of people, in which 

individual interests are subordinated to group 
unity and efficiency.

System A set or arrangement of things so related or 
connected as to form a unity or organic whole.

Source: Webster’s New World Dictionary: Second Edition.

Different forms of cooperative organizations from 74. 
global, regional to the individual are driven by the quest for 
synergy, in one form or another: regional economic integration 
to make the collective socio-economic welfare of the regional 
community as an integrated whole more than the sum of its 
separate member states; the urge to merge, as it were, to make 
the market value of the merged company more than the sum 
of the value of the two before the merger; different forms of 
business partnerships, partnership in marriage to make the 
overall happiness of the couple more than the sum of their 
happiness outside matrimony, and cocktail of drugs to make 
them more effective together than when taken separately. 

From Inequality to Equality

Power is the difference between equality and inequality. 75. 
And it takes nothing less than power, in the exponential rather 
than the radical sense of the term, to transform inequality to 
equality: from the value of the whole more than the value of 
the sum of its separate parts, to the value of the whole equal to 
the value of the sum of its separate parts, as expressed in the 
following algebraic expressions. 

Notations:
Va   Value of part A 
Vb   Value of part B 
Vc   Value of sum of separate parts
Vw  Value of the whole
Vd  Synergy value added 
s  Synergy Power

Equation 1.0 is an algebraic expression of the simple 76. 
statement: the value of the whole (Vw) is greater than the value 
of the sum of its separate parts (Va + Vb). 

 Vw  > Vc   1.1
 Vc = (Va + Vb )    1.2

In Equation 1.1, the value of the whole (V77. w) is more 
than the value of the sum of its separate parts (Vc = Va + Vb). 
To make the value of the whole equal to, one of two things 
must be done: adding a balancing positive term (balancing 
positive term (Vd > 0) to the value of the sum of separate parts 
(Vc), or raising the value of the sum of its separate parts to an 
equalizing power (s > 1), as in equations 1.3 and 1.5. 

 Vw =Vc +Vd, where Vd > 0    1.3
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The value added by synergy (Vd) is the absolute difference 
between the value of the whole and the sum of its separate 
parts.

 Vd = Vw –Vc   1.4

Synergy is the power that equates the value of the whole to the 
sum of its separate parts.

 Vw =(Vc)s, where s > 1   1.5

The power of synergy (s) is the ratio of the logarithmic value of 
the whole to the sum of its separate parts.

 s = log Vw/log Vc   1.6

While the value added by synergy (V78. d) is the difference 
between the value of the whole and the value of the sum of 
its separate parts, the power of synergy (s) is the equalizing 
exponential power between the value of whole and that of 
the sum of its separate parts. The difference between synergy 
value-added and synergy power lies in the absolute value 
of the former and the logarithmic relative value of the latter. 
Synergy power, as a relative magnitude independent of scale 
bias, is a better measure of synergy than the absolute-quantity 
synergy value added. 

Synergy is often exemplified figuratively as a one-plus-79. 
one-equal-to-three, or what is the same, two-plus-two-equal to 
five, effect in its positive sense. But synergy cuts both ways by 
also producing a negative two-plus-two-equal-to-three effect. 
The following scenario (Table 5) captures the essence of synergy 
with elegant simplicity. 

Table 5 
The Arithmetic of Synergy

Team
Scenario

 Value
(man-hours) Synergy Evaluation 

Standard

Separate 
Parts

∑ 
(Sepa-
rate 

Parts)

The 
Whole Value 

Added 
(Vd)

Power
(s) Effect

Value 
Added   
(Vd)

Pow-
er    
(s)

Va Vb Vc =
Va+Bb Vw

Organized 2 2 4 3 -1 0.79248125
Favor-
able < 0 < 1

Unorga-
nized 2 2 4 4 0 1

Indif-
ferent = 0 = 1

Disorga-
nized 2 2 4 5 1 1.160964047

Unfa-
vor-
able > 0 > 1

The task in the example involves unloading and 80. 
storing cement from three trailer trucks by three teams of two 
porters each—designated as Organized, Unorganized, and 
Disorganized. The Unorganized Team refers to two porters 
acting individually, and serves as a placebo control group 
against which the other two teams are evaluated. The task 
involves four steps—climbing the truck, lifting and shouldering 
the load, descending the truck, and transporting and 
storing—and requires four man-hours to complete under the 
unorganized team scenario, with no value added by synergy 
and corresponding neutral synergy power of unity. 

But there is a difference when two porters act together 81. 
as an organized team with the division of labor between 
loading by one person from the truck and carrying to storage by 
the second team member. The organized business model work 
increases productivity by eliminating the two steps of ascending 
and descending the truck by two individuals and reduces the 
time required to complete the task by one man-hour. 
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Organized Team 
Favorable value added by synergy in one man-hour saved

Vd  = 3—4 = -1
Power of synergy        S = log 3/log 4 = 0.79248125

The value of synergy should always be interpreted 82. 
contextually relative to the objective function to be maximized 
such as desirable revenue and profit, or to be minimized such 
as undesirable cost and risk. The value added by synergy of –1 
and the equivalent synergy power of 0.79248125 means that 
through organized team work with the appropriate division 
of labor the Organized Team was able to reduce the time 
required to complete the task from 4 to 3 man-hours.

Unorganized Team
No value added by synergy in man-hours saved

Vd  = 4—4 = 0
  
Power of synergy

S = log 4/log 4 = 1

Disorganized Team
Unfavorable value added by synergy in one man-hour  

 increase
Vd  = 5—4 = 1

 Power of synergy
 S = log 5/log 4 = 1.160964047

But synergy can also have the unintended consequence 83. 
of decreasing effectiveness or efficiency by producing a two-
plus-two-equal-to-five effect. As much as it is possible to save 
time through organized teamwork, it is also possible to waste 
time through disorganized teamwork. It is not unusual for 

members of a team to get in each other’s way and undermine 
collective effort such that the same task that takes four man-
hours to complete by acting individually can rise to five man-
hours. The value added by synergy of 1 and the equivalent 
synergy power of 1.160964047 means that disorganized 
team without cooperative division of labor the Disorganized 
team ended up raising the man-hours required to complete the 
task from four to five.

The preceding simple example is very instructive for the 84. 
synergy of effectiveness and efficiency from the rationalization 
of GSS from separate units and sub-units into an integrated 
whole. Synergy is the value added by the difference between 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the GSS as an integrated 
whole and the sum of its units and sub-units. The value of the 
sum of separate parts corresponds to the pre-rationalization 
initial state under the status-quo business model without synergy, 
while the value of the whole relates to the post-rationalization 
final state under the new business model with synergy.

Under the status-quo business model, all evidence points 85. 
to non-compliance with generic specification in requirement 
planning and requisitioning as the primary problem of 
procurement management culminating in delay for the timely 
delivery of goods and services requisitioned. The problem 
can be attributed to factors: the lack of structured format 
for requirement planning and requisitioning and teamwork 
between requisition and procurement. The solution lies in close 
collaboration between the two parties to get requirement 
planning and requisition right in the first place instead of 
correction after things have gone wrong, in keeping with the 
precept of total quality management that prevention is better 
than cure. The synergy of effectiveness from teamwork should 
reduce the time of the procurement turnaround by facilitating 
the consolidation of the requirement plan and final authorization 
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of the requisition for procurement action.

B. The Strategic Framework

Concrete change for better effectiveness and 86. 
efficiency in service delivery to customer satisfaction through 
the operational and structural rationalization of the GSS into 
an integrated system of interdependent units and sub-units 
is the requirement of the terms of reference. To that effect, 
effectiveness and efficiency, as the desired end result, take 
center stage in the strategic framework for rationalization with 
the business process, organization structure, information system, 
and human resources as the means towards that end, as visually 
described in Figure 1. The process of rationalization follows the 
system approach by proceeding from diagnostic analysis of 
the status quo business model to prescriptive design of a more 
rationalized alternative business model.
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Figure 1 
The Strategic Framework of Rationalization
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23II. The Business Process

A. Project Management for Procurement

Project management is a compound of two elements: project and management. As a vague first 87. 
approximation, project management can be described as applied management to projects in the particular 
context of project characteristics. The effective management of a business entity requires two kinds of 
knowledge—knowledge about what is managed, and knowledge about how it is managed—where the former 
takes precedence over the latter.  Hence, some insight into the nature of projects and their defining characteristics 
would be in order to the grasp of project management 

 
1. The Equivalence of Project and Procurement

What makes something a project? In one word, tasks—the stuff of which all projects are made. The 88. 
most prominent feature of projects is the divisibility of the scope of work into discrete bundles of activities 
known as tasks, which constitute the building blocks of projects. A project is basically a goal-seeking network of 
interdependent tasks with constraints on the scope of work, time and cost. Apart from scale difference, projects 
and tasks are so much alike that a project can be described as a macro- task; and a task, as a micro-project—
similar to a fractal system where the big and the small are the same pattern or clones of different scale.

Despite a significant difference between them, activity and task are casually used as synonymous terms. 89. 
Activity is much closer to work in the sense of activity as workflow in general. Activity is workflow on a bounded 
continuum, while tasks are segments of it. A task is a discrete piece of work or activity of definite duration 
bounded by starting and ending events. On the merits of its manageability, the more concrete task will be used 
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henceforth, in preference to the more pliable activity, consistent 
with MS Project. 

The average person narrowly associates a project 90. 
with big scale ventures requiring a big investment and a long 
time, such as a hydroelectric dam. But qualification for project 
is independent of scale and type. Any purposeful undertaking, 
big or small, is a project as long as it meets the criteria defining 
project characteristics: goal, scope of work with defined 
boundary, divisibility of the scope of work into tasks, constraints 
imposed by specification compliance, fixed budget and time.  

A project is a goal-seeking undertaking with specific 91. 
deliverables. It has a scope of work with defined boundaries 
divisible into bundles of tasks. Each project has unique contents 
and common structure. The most prominent feature of projects 
is tasks—the stuff of which all projects are made. Tasks are 
discrete bound by starting and ending events, hierarchical, 
interdependent, and complex by virtue of the network of 
multiple tasks and relations. Tasks have such attributes as 
measurable completion status, estimable time and cost, and 
independent work assignment. A project is governed by limited 
budget, duration and compliance with specifications. Project 
management is essentially task management by another name, 
made possible by essential task characteristics. Common project 
characteristics are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6 
Common Project Characteristics

Project Characteristics Characteristic Applies? (Y/N)
Generic Procurement Example

1. Goal-seeking  
    (has deliverable)

Y Y Specific deliverable requi-
sitioned

2. Scope of work defined Y Y Procurement process
3. Unique Y Y Unique content and com-

mon structure
4. Tasks: Y Y Requisition, sourcing, solici-

tation, submission …
41. Discrete Y Y Boundary between Pro-

curement tasks
42. Hierarchical Y Y Procurement process
43. Interdependent Y Y Requisition precedes sourc-

ing
44. Complex Y Y Network of multiple tasks 

and relations
45. Measurable status Y Y By virtue of discreteness
46. With start-end  
      events

Y Y By virtue of discreteness

47. Estimable time and   
      cost

Y Y By virtue of discreteness

48. Work assignable Y Y By virtue of discreteness
5. Constraints: Y Y Limiting conditions

51. Technical  
      Specification

Y Y Standard of effectiveness 
compliance

52. Fixed time Y Y Delivery lead time
53. Fixed budget Y Y Pre-encumbered cost
54. Policy environment Y Y UN Fin. Rules & Regula-

tions, Policies & Procedures
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2. Contract Management

There is a significant difference of scope between 92. 
contract administration and contract management. Contract 
administration consists of the routine and sporadic parts of 
contract management coming after contract award such as 
amendment, record retention, file maintenance, processing 
payments, and handling security instruments, performance 
evaluation and formal closure. But the scope of contract 
management extends to the whole procurement process, both 
before and after contract award and signature, from initial 
requisition, authorization, planning, execution to control and 
final contract closure. 

The UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook takes 93. 
a broad project management view of contract management: 
“Contract management is similar to project management. Each 
contract is a mini-project. It has a unique goal, consumes resources, 
has a beginning and end date, and requires coordination and 
planning of relevant activities …”4. As the control function in 
project management, contract management involves continuous 
monitoring of vendor performance in the delivery of the goods 
and services specified under the terms and conditions agreed, 
managing relations with the vendor, providing feedback, and 
taking corrective action to resolve disputes when they arise. 
“Contract management includes monitoring and documenting 
performance.”  “Once the contract has been awarded, the 
responsible procurement officer, or the requisitioner, monitors 
performance, collects information, and measure contract 
achievement”5. The similarities between contract management 
and project management are highlighted in Table 7. 

4  United Nations, UN Practitioner’s Handbook, November 2006, p. 3-90. 

5  Ibid.
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Table 7 
Contract and Project Management 

Characteristics Contract Management Project Management
Objective  “… To ensure that all parties to the contract fully meet their re-

spective obligations as efficiently and as effectively as possible, 
delivering the business and operational outputs and providing 
value for money.” p. 3-90.

To ensure project completion in line with bud-
get, schedule and specification.

Scope “ … Contract management covers the whole procurement cycle 
including planning, formation, execution, administration and 
close out of a contract and goes beyond the day-to- day ad-
ministrative [matters]… includes monitoring and documenting 
performance…” P. 3-90.

Project life-cycle: initiation, planning, implemen-
tation, control, closure

Characteristics “Contract management is similar to project management. Each 
contract is a mini-project. It has a unique goal, consumes re-
sources, has a beginning and end date, and requires coordina-
tion and planning of relevant activities …”

Unique goal with deliverables, time and budget 
constraints, requires planning, coordination and 
control

Monitoring and Control “ In all cases, the procurement officer is responsible for follow-
ing up and ensuring that the actions of the suppler and the UN 
organization are in line with the contractual responsibilities, …”
“Depending on the organization and type of goods and ser-
vices procured, daily/regular monitoring of the contract may be 
primarily the responsibility of the requisitioner.” P.30

Second essential function

Monitoring and Control “Contract management includes monitoring and documenting 
performance.”  “Once the contract has been awarded, the re-
sponsible procurement officer, or the requisitioner, monitors per-
formance, collects information, and measure contract achieve-
ment. 

Effective control with the regular measurement 
of actual performance, evaluation against 
planned performance, corrective action to keep 
progress on track towards completion.

Cooperative Partnership 
(Supply Chain)

“ … parties work together[as a team] to achieve the objectives 
of the contract. Contact management is based on the idea that 
is an agreement, a partnership with rights and obligations that 
must be met by both sides to achieve the goal. Contract man-
agement is aimed not at finding fault ...  but … finding solutions 
together with all contracting parties involved. ” P. 3-90. 

Matrix organization: interdisciplinary cross-
functional project team. Fixing problems rather 
than fixing blame, as it were.  

Source: Contract Management, Section 3.10, United Nations UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook, 2006, pp. 3-90—3-107.
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Procurement embodies all the essential qualities of a 94. 
project to qualify as one. It has an explicit goal, which is meeting 
the deliverables specified by the requisitioning customer as 
the standard of effectiveness against which what is actually 
delivered is measured. Procurement has a defined scope of 
work spanning the whole procurement cycle from initiation with 
requisition to final delivery and contract closure.  Variation 
of content among procurements makes each on unique. For 
example, all ITBs have the same structure, but the particulars 
vary among bids. 

Tasks making up the procurement process—requisition, 95. 
sourcing, solicitation, submission, evaluation, selection, awarding, 
contracting, logistics and finance—share the common attributes 
of discreteness, internal hierarchy, interdependence, complexity 
deriving from the multiplicity of task and their interdependent 
relations, ease of estimating time and cost, and independent 
task assignment. Procurement is governed by constraints such 
as technical specification or compliance with the standard 
of effectiveness, delivery lead-time, fixed budget, and a 
policy environment circumscribed by UN Financial Rules and 
Regulations.

Procurement goes through a similar five-phase 96. 
project life of cycle of initiation with requisition, planning the 
execution of the authorized procurement, implementation of the 
procurement plan, control by measuring actual against planned 
performance, taking corrective action when necessary to keep 
the procurement progress on track with the plan, and formal 
contract closure upon completion. 

Conclusion: by every measure of the essential 97. 
characteristics that qualify something as a project, procurement 
is every bit the quintessential project—more than that, it is a 
veritable project clone. But it has not been managed as such 

by using the effective and efficient methodology and tools of 
project management, a case of glaring asymmetry between the 
project nature of procurement and status-quo business model: 
the right job with the wrong tool.

3. Project Management

 Paradoxical as it may sound, the one thing certain 98. 
about the future is its uncertainty. By Murphy’s Law, “If it can go 
wrong, it will go wrong.” “Can” is a probability, but “will” is a 
certainty of something going wrong in the future. The corollary 
to the siren call of Murphy’s Law is: Therefore, do the right 
thing proactively to avert or mitigate what may go wrong by 
planning and controlling, which is what project management is 
all about. 

The Project Management Institute—arguably, the 99. 
most authoritative professional body on the subject—defines 
project management as “the application of knowledge, skills, 
tools and techniques to project activities to meet the project 
requirements.”6 Those requirements are the successful completion 
of the project on time, within budget, and in compliance with 
prescribed specifications; and the means to those ends are 
the application of the so-called Project Management Body Of 
Knowledge (PMBOK): project integration, project scope, project 
time, project cost, project quality, project human resource, 
project communication [information], project risk, and project 
procurement (refer to Annex 1 for an overview of PMBOK). 
Microsoft Project, the most widely used project management 
application software, defines project management as, “… 
the process of planning, organizing, and managing tasks and 
resources to accomplish a defined objective, usually within 
constraints on time, resources, or cost7.  

6 Project Management Institute, A Guide to Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), 2000 Edition. 

7  Microsoft Project 2000. 
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Figure 2 
Cybernetic Procurement Project Lifecycle

actual performance at regular intervals, evaluating the 
reported actual performance against the planned performance 
in the baseline plan, and taking timely corrective action to 
steer implementation progress on course towards completion 
on time. The separation of project implementation from project 
management—the functions of planning and control from that 
of execution—is as compelling as the segregation of requisition 
from procurement and accounting from auditing, one of the 
imperatives for the establishment of the position of project 
manager in the design of he organization system in keeping 
with sound management principle and practice.

The separation of functions between project 100. 
management and project implementation merits pointing out 
at the very outset.  The project development cycle involves 
five phases of initiation, planning, implementation, control, 
and closure. Project implementation is the transformation of 
the project plan, a paper tiger, to actual performance, a real 
tiger. Project implementation falls outside the scope of the 
functions of project management. The primary goal of project 
management is to ensure the successful completion of a project 
on schedule and within budget by performing the core functions 
of planning and control. The control function involves tracking 

  

1. Planning  
(Baseline Plan)  

 

1.  Initiation 
(Initiation) 

 
3. Implementation  
(Actual Performance)  

 

4. Control  
(Baseline Vs Act ual) 

5. Closure  
(Contract)  
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The project management process is described as 101. 
a cybernetic system with a closed feedback loop (Figure 
2). Between initiation and closure, the planned performance 
in the base line branches out to implementation and control 
as the standard input for both. It is the function of project 
management to track the status of implementation periodically, 
make appraisal of actual against planned performance, and 
take corrective action in time to keep implementation progress 
on track. The output of the control function becomes the input 
of the planning function. The revised plan, in turn, becomes the 
standard of implementation and control. 

a. The Project Triangle and Its Inverse

The concept of the project triangle is so central to 102. 
project management it merits some attention. The trio of scope, 
time and cost form—what is known in project management as—
the project triangle, so called because a change on one directly 
affects the other tow sides: more project scope means more 
work, more work means more time, and more time means more 
cost. A project is defined by the three variables: scope, time 
and cost. In the language of database, the dimensions of the 
project triangle—scope, time and cost—can be characterized 
as the attributes of the project entity (Figure 3). Time and cost, 
in turn, become the attributes of the scope of work or the tasks 
composing it, as portrayed in Figure 4 on cost and schedule 
control.

The project scope is the necessary work with defined 103. 
boundary deriving from the project goal, the performance 
of which takes time and money. The project scope defines 
the perimeters of the work required to realize the project 
goal—without excluding necessary, and including unnecessary, 
tasks. In the case of procurement, the scope of work covers the 
procurement cycle, from initial requisition to final delivery and 

contract closure. The cost and time sides of the project triangle 
represent the fixed budget and delivery lead-time.

The revolution of turning the project triangle upside 104. 
down an changing the base to the apex gives a different 
perspective about the centrality of the project scope to both 
time and cost on which both depend directly (Figure 3). The 
apex of the inverted project triangle S is the origin of the three 
variables, from where scope increases upward as a common 
vertical axis to both cost and time, which increase respectively 
left and right. The left side (ST) and right side (SC) of the 
triangle show the direct functional relationships between the 
independent variable, scope of work, and the dependent 
variables, cost and time. 

A project is a function of scope, time and cost. Time and cost 
are interdependent through their joint dependence on the 
scope of work. As the scope of work increases the time and 
cost required to complete a project increase. In as much as the 
three elements of the project triangle constitute the attributes 
of the project entity, time and cost equivalently constitute the 
attributes of the entity, scope of work, reducing the essence of 
project management to cost-schedule control.
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Figure 3 
The Project Triangle and Its Inverse

b. Cost-Schedule Control: The Earned Value 
Analysis

Figure 4 is a simple and idealized graphic model of 105. 
the essence of project management in a two-dimensional cost-
schedule space. Their cost and schedule coordinates describe 
the whole project and system of component tasks. Subject the 
technical specification of the requisition as the deliverable of 
the procurement project, the procurement goal (G) is defined by 
the budgeted cost (C*) and the work scheduled (S*) required to 
complete the project according to plan. The linear solid arrow 
line is the planned performance to reach the project target.  
The line snaking a round the project plan traces the path of 
actual implementation performance. The broken line is the 
variance between actual and planned performance. For the 
interpretation of the notations in Figure 4, based on scenarios 
involving two status dates refer to Table 8. 
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Figure 4 
Cost-Schedule Control

Scenario One: Under Budget and Ahead of  Schedule

Scenario One is based on the status date of S106. 2, 
which cuts the actual performance curve at M (C1, S2), and 
the planned performance line at N (C2, S2). The point M is the 
coordinate of the actual cost of work performed (C1, S2), and N 
is the coordinate of the budgeted cost of the work performed 
(C2, S2). L is at the coordinate of the budgeted cost of work 
scheduled (C1, S1). 

CV (Scenario One)   = C2 - C1 > 0  3.1
SV (Scenario One)  = S2 – S1 > 0  3.2

The positive cost variance means that less than the 107. 
budgeted cost was actually incurred for the work performed, 
a good record accomplishment under budget. The positive 
schedule variance means that more than the work scheduled 
was performed for the budgeted cost ahead of schedule.

Scenario Two: Over Budget and Behind Schedule

The status date for Scenario Two is S108. 3, which intersects 
the planned performance line at X (C3, S3), the planned cost and 
work, and the actual performance curve at Z (S3). The actual 
cost is C4 for the work performed (S3), and the corresponding 
budgeted cost is C3. The coordinate Y (C4, S4) is the budgeted 
cost of work scheduled, or the amount of work that should have 
been performed for cost budgeted.

CV (Scenario Two)  = C3 – C4 < 0  3.3
SV (Scenario Two)  = S3 – S4 < 0   3.4

The negative cost variance shows that the actual cost 109. 
is above the budgeted cost for the work performed—a case 
of budge overrun. The negative schedule variance means time 
overrun. For the actual cost incurred of C4 = Y on the planned 
performance, S4 amount of work should have been performed, 
but only S3 was accomplished. Since the actual performance 
is less than the planned performance on the status date, both 
in terms of cost and schedule, the project is over budget and 
behind schedule. 

The earned value analysis is a method of performance 110. 
measurement and evaluation, incorporating the three sides of 
the project triangle: scope, cost and time. The aim of earned 
value analysis is to ascertain whether the project progress is on 
track in terms of cost and schedule performance by monitoring 
and measuring actual performance, and evaluating it against 
planned performance. 

i. Performance Measurement and Evaluation

It merits pointing out that, despite their close kinship, 111. 
work and duration are not the same quantities. Time is measured 
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in units such as hours, days, weeks, etc., but work is measured in 
man-periods such as man-hours, man-days, or man-weeks. Work 
is scheduled, and then performed; and its cost is budgeted and 
then spent on the work performed. The budgeted and actual 
costs along the columns interface with the work scheduled and 
performed along the rows, giving a two-by-two square matrix 
configuration and the three essential inputs for earned value 
analysis (Table 9). 

Table 8 
Interpretation of Figure 4

Description Acronym and Formula Scenario One Scenario Two
Goal: subject to specified deliverable G G(C*S*) G(C*S*)
Planned Performance PP N (C1, S2) X (C4, S3)
Actual Performance AP M (C1, S2) Z (C4, S3)
Work Scheduled WS S1 S4
Work Performed up to status date WP S2 S3
Actual Cost of Work Performed (Actual Cost) ACWP (AC) C1 C4
Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (Earned 
Value)

BCWP (EV) C2 C3

Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled (Planned 
Value)

BCWS  (PV) C1 C3

Cost Variance (CV) CV = BCWP-ACWP = WP (BC-AC) C2 – C1 > 0 C3 – C4  < 0
Schedule Variance (SC) SV = BCWP-BCWS = BC (WP-WS) S2 – S1 > 0 S3 – S4< 0
Cost Performance Index CPI = BCWP÷ACWP=WP (AC÷BC) C2/C1 > 1 C3/C4 < 1
Schedule Performance Index SPI = BCWP÷BCWS=BC (WP÷WS) S2/S1 > 1 S3/S4< 1
Under budget and ahead of schedule CV > 0, CPI > 1; SV > 0, SPI > 1 
Over budget and behind schedule CV < 0, CPI < 1; SV < 0, SPI < 1 

Source: Figure 4

The three cells of the square matrix—the budgeted 112. 
cost of work scheduled (BCWS), the budgeted cost of work 
performed (BCWP), and the actual cost of work performed 
(ACWP)—also known as the planned value (PV), the earned 
value (EV) and the actual cost (AC), respectively—provide the 
necessary inputs for earned value analysis: the measurement 
and evaluation cost-schedule performance. 
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Table 9  Earned Value Analysis: Cost-Schedule 
Performance

Cost ($)
Work (man-periods)
1.Scheduled (WS) 2. Performed (WP)

1. Budgeted BC 11. BCWS 12. BCWP 
2. Actual AC 21. ACWS 22. ACWP 

The budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS) or the 113. 
planned value (PV) is the cumulative baseline cost overtime up 
to the status date, and reflects how much of the budgeted cost in 
the baseline plan should have been spent so far. The budgeted 
cost of work performed (BCWP) or the earned value (EV) is 
the cumulative amount of work completed up to the status date 
valued in terms of the cost budgeted in the baseline plan, and 
shows whether the actual work performed is over budget or 
under budget. The actual cost of work performed (ACWP) is the 
cumulative actual cost incurred for the actual work performed 
on a task up to the project status date. 

The earned value (EV) or the budgeted cost of work 114. 
performed (BCWP) is central to both cost and schedule 
performance. It is the standard with which the actual cost of 
work performed (ACWP) and the budgeted cost of work 
scheduled (BCWS) are compared to determine cost and 
schedule performance, respectively. 

ii. Cost- Schedule Variance and Performance Index

The cost variance (CV) is the difference between the 115. 
budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the actual cost 
of work performed (ACWP), or the difference between the 
earned value (EV) and the actual cost (AC), and measures the 
project cost performance: whether implementation progress up 

to the status date is over budget or under budget. From Equation 
3.5, it is the discrepancy between budgeted and actual cost for 
the work performed.

Cost Variance (CV)
CV= BCWP-ACWP = WP (BC-AC)  3.5

But cost variance without its complementary 116. 
counterpart, the schedule variance tells only half of the 
story about the progress of overall implementation. A more 
complete performance evaluation combines cost with schedule 
performance. The schedule variance is the difference between 
the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the budgeted 
cost of work scheduled (BCWS)—the earned value (EV) minus 
the planned value—and shows schedule performance: whether 
the project progress is ahead or behind schedule up to the 
status date. By the right side of Equation 3.6, the schedule 
variance is the difference between the work performed and 
scheduled for the budgeted cost

Schedule Variance (SC) 
SV= BCWP–BCWS = BC (WP– WS)  3.6

The cost performance index (CPI) is the ratio of the 117. 
budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) and the actual 
cost the wok performed (ACWP) up to the project status date. 
Similar to the cost variance, the cost performance index shows 
whether the progress of implementation is under, or over, 
budget. The CPI is the ratio cost budgeted to the actual for the 
work performed.

Cost Performance Index (CPI) 
CPI = BCWP/ACWP = WP (BC/AC)  3.7  
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The schedule performance index (SPI) is the ratio of 118. 
the budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) to the budgeted 
cost work scheduled (BCWS). Similar to the schedule variance, 
the schedule performance index indicates whether the project 
progress is ahead, or behind schedule. The SPI is the ratio of 
the work performed to that scheduled for the budgeted cost.

Schedule Performance Index (SPI)
SPI = BCWP/BCWS = BC (WP/WS)   3.8

Table 10 
Summary Cost-Schedule Performance Evaluation

Cost Variance CV) 
and Schedule Vari-
ance (SV)

Cost and Sched-
ule Performance 
Index (CPI)

Evaluation

CV > 0 CPI > 1 Under budget
CV = 0 CPI = 1 On target
CV < 0 CPI < 1 Over budget
SV > 0 SPI > 1 Ahead of schedule
SV = 0 SPI = 1 On target
SV < 0 SPI < 1 Behind schedule

The difference between the variance and the 119. 
performance index is the absolute value of the former and the 
relative value of the later. The variance, as an absolute value, 
is evaluated relative to zero; the performance index, as a 
relative amount, relative to one. Cost and schedule performance 
evaluation is summarized in Table 10.

c. Project Planning: The Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS)

Procurement project implementation plan initiated 120. 
with requisition has been covered under project management 
and the work breakdown structure. The UN Procurement 
Practitioner’s Handbook makes a strong case for the necessity 
of the procurement project plan:

 “Once a requisition or project plan is received determining 
an actual requirement, the procurement officer is then 
responsible for developing individual procurement 
plan. The scope of the individual procurement plan will 
depend on the complexity of the requirement. While 
it is good practice to always make a plan, in the case 
of low/risk-low/spend requirements the plan should be 
simple, but should include an overview of the necessary 
steps of the process and associated time line. At the 
other end of the scale, managing the procurement of an 
extremely complex high/risk-high/spend requirements 
is in fact project management and should entail a 
thorough and comprehensive planning process.”   “… 
Typically the procurement [project] plan would include 
the following: procurement objectives and performance 
indicators, breakdown of activities in accordance with 
the selected procurement method, identification of 
responsible party for each activity, time and milestones 
taking into consideration procurement method and 
required clearances, all appropriate administrative 
requirements (relevant code budget allotment, etc.).” 8

8  UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook, November 2006, p. 34-36. 
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In the advertisement, “Toyota, we are driven.” the 121. 
subtle message is more about the goal-driven company at the 
background, rather than the driven car at the foreground. All 
purposeful entities, whether mighty Toyota or humble GSS, 
perform different functions to realize the goal driving them. 
The decomposition of the organizational goal into functions 
amounts to the very beginning of the work breakdown structure. 
An organizational structure is basically the hierarchical 
configuration of functions based on the breakdown of the goal 
into functions that must be performed to achieve it .A case in 
point is the organization of the GSS into functional units and 
sub-units such as procurement, logistics shipping, central stores, 
inventory control, protocol and visa, transport, and registry 
(refer to Fig. 5). 

Every function, however simple or complex, has a 122. 
business process such as the procurement process, clearance 
process, receipt and inspection process, periodic inventory 
process, property issue process, travel process, visa process, 
vehicle license issue process, staff id issue process, annual 
vehicle inspection process, driving-license issue process, etc. 
These functional workflows, or the business processes, consist of 
discrete and hierarchical tasks suitable to decomposition into 
the work breakdown structure.
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Figure 5 
The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
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Project management is the process of ensuring the 123. 
successful completion of a project—on schedule, within budget 
and according to specification—by performing the functions of 
planning and controlling. The planed performance and the actual 
performance are the two key inputs of project management 
to keep project implementation progress on track (refer to 
Figure 4). The project plan is a central element to both project 
implementation and control. It is the basis for implementation 
and the standard of control: what is planned is implemented, 
and what is implemented is controlled, by measuring planned 
against actual performance, to steer the project progress on 
course. 

The project plan is central to project management, for it 124. 
is the standard of implementation and control on which, in turn, 
the successful completion of the project on schedule and within 
budget depends. The work breakdown structure is a systematic 
planning method designed to facilitate project planning and 
the generation of more reliable planning inputs by proceeding 
top-down for task decomposition, bottom-up for time and cost 
estimation, and rolling up the time and cost estimates. The 
work breakdown structure is a systematic elaboration and 
organization of tasks making up the project scope, and involves 
four distinct steps: task identification and decomposition, task 
organization or sequencing, task time estimation, and task 
schedule.

i. Task Identification and Decomposition

Given the project scope defining the boundaries of 125. 
the work that must be performed to realize the project goal, 
the work breakdown structure proceeds top-down, beginning 
with an exhaustive identification of all major-phase tasks and 
milestones making up the business process such as the four 
internal supply chain links: requisition, procurement, logistics, 

and finance. Task identification must be explicit and complete 
without excluding necessary, or including unnecessary, tasks. In 
the case of procurement, the project scope includes the whole 
procurement cycle from initiation with requisition, authorization, 
planning, execution, contract management, control, logistics, 
finance, and contract closure. The preceding list can be fit into 
four major task groups in the context of internal supply chain: 
requisition; procurement, logistics and finance. 

After the identification of major tasks at the top of 126. 
the hierarchy, they are progressively decomposed to lower 
levels of hierarchy. Ideally, the work breakdown structure ends 
when the five conditions below are fully met; but such level of 
refinement can be superfluous in this case. The primary aim is 
the generation of reliable inputs of time and cost to facilitate 
planning under conditions of risk. If the aim is achieved without 
going to rigorous decomposition, the task is accomplished. 

Task completion status measurable.  Y/N?1. 
Task start-end events clearly defined.  Y/N?2. 
Task has a deliverable.    Y/N?3. 
Task time and cost required easily estimated. Y/N?4. 
Independent assignment can be made.  Y/N?5. 

ii. Task Organization and Sequence

The completion of task identification and decomposition 127. 
is followed by task organization, which involves the sequencing 
of tasks decomposed in the order of their dependency 
relations. By virtue of work or business process flowing through 
time, tasks are performed in succession in parallel. Tasks 
serially dependent are two types: mandatory hard logic and 
discretionary soft logic. Hard logic refers to the technical order 
of performing tasks such as the foundation before the wall in 
construction; diagnosis before prescription in problem-solving 
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in general and heath problems in particular; requisition before 
solicitation in procurement, travel requisition before ticket issue 
and visa requisition before issue—the horse before the cart 
before the cart, as it were. Discretionary soft logic is a non-
technical and optional policy decision such as performing some 
tasks before others as a matter policy priority rather than the 
technical constraint of hard logic.

Information about task dependency is very crucial, 128. 
because delay in the performance of a serially dependent task 
on the critical path directly impacts all successor tasks and the 
completion of the whole project. A successor task cannot start 
until the predecessor task finishes, akin to a four-by-hundred 
relay race. The sequence of tasks is important to the estimation 
of the longest time it takes to complete a project along the 
critical path. The project time is not a linear summation of its 
constituent tasks, for the whole project time can be more, or less, 
than the sum of the time of the component tasks. The sequencing 
of task dependency relationships reveals the non-linear synergy 
in the relationships between the sum of task times and that of 
the whole project. 

Deploying more resources can shorten the duration of 129. 
serially independent or parallel tasks. An effort-driven task 
requiring 40 man-days takes one man 5 days, and 5 men one 
day to complete, at the rate of 8-hour working day. Unlike 
serially dependent tasks, their parallel counter parts can 
be delayed up to a point without holding back the project 
completion on time.

iii. Task Time Estimation 

After all tasks have been exhaustively identified, 130. 
decomposed, and organized according to their dependency 
relations, the next step is the estimation how long it takes to 

complete each task. One of the advantages of a task is the 
ease with which the time cost required to it complete them can 
be estimated.  Despite their close kinship, work and duration, 
or time interval, are not the same quantities. While time is 
measured in units such as hours, days, weeks or months, work 
is measured by the man-periods the total labor required to 
complete a task, measured in man-periods. The work break 
down structure proceeds top-down, because better estimates of 
time and resource requirements can be made at a lower level 
of aggregation for the successful completion of the project. 

The normal distribution of the weight attached to 131. 
the three-point time estimates required to complete the 
project tasks is a reflection of the risk involved scenarios—(1) 
pessimistic worst-case (1/6), (2) normal intermediate-case 
(4/6), (3) optimistic best-case (1/6). The weighted sum of the 
three scenarios is the expected value of the time it takes to 
complete a task. It takes the shortest time to complete a task 
under the best-case scenario, and longest under the worst-case.  
(Estimates and weights of task duration are entered in Columns 
4-6 of the generic template for the work breakdown structure 
(refer to Table 14). It would be interesting to compare time 
estimates based on the work breakdown structure with those 
of the procurement lead-time by value and process in the GSS 
Operating Manual (Table 11).9

iv. Task Schedule

Answer to how long it takes to complete a task leads to the 
question of task schedule: when it is going to be performed. The 
task schedule depends on three variables: the time it takes to 
complete the task in man-periods, the starting or finishing dates, 
and the task dependencies. With the three essential inputs, 
9 United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, GSS Operating Manual: 

General Services Section, Division of Administration, March 2007, pp. 21-22. 
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the project management software such MS Project produce a 
project network diagram, which is the equivalent of the project 
architecture in the context of the project task schedules. 

Table 11 
Estimates of Procurement Lead Time by Value and 
Process

Value Process Product/Market LCC ? HCC ? Solicitation Days
V < 2,500 OTS/local No No RFQ 5
V > 2,500 OTS/foreign No No RFQ 15
V < 30,000 No No RFQ 30
30,000-75,000 No No 40
75,000-200,000 Yes No 40? 

Solicitation RFP 10
  Preparation
  Signature
  Issue
Response 20
Tech. Evaluation 5
LCC 15
  Preparation
  Review
  Approval
Contract
  Award
  Preparation
  Negotiation
   Signature

Solicitation Complex RFP 10
Response Complex RFP 30
Tech. Evaluation Complex RFP 20
LCC Complex RFP 20
HCC Complex RFP 20
Contract Complex RFP 20

 
Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, GSS Operating Manual: 
General Services Section, Division of Administration, March 2007, pp. 21-22. 
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The longest path in the project network diagram, 132. 
known as the critical path, is the trail of critical tasks and the 
total time required to complete the project. The critical path is 
called so because delay in the completion of a task along it 
results directly in the delay of the project completion on time 
in equal measure. Delay in the completion of a critical task 
triggers a chain reaction leading to delay in all successor tasks 
and culminating in the delay of the whole project. 

v. Generic WBS Template

The generic template for the work breakdown structure 133. 
(Table 12) is designed to facilitate the three-step process 
of the work breakdown structure—task identification and 
decomposition, task organization, and task time estimation.  The 
template has seven columns: (1) task identification code, (2) task 
name,  (3) task immediate predecessor(s), and (4-7) task time 
estimate (column 4 to 7). 

 Task Id Code

Each task in the WBS is given a unique identification 134. 
code in the first column, commensurate with its relative position 
in the system pecking order. For example, a five-digit id code 
corresponds to five levels of hierarchy. Instead of having to 
amend the id codes every time tasks are decomposed and 
organized, it would be advisable to defer the assignment of 
id code to the end.

  Task Name

Each is given a unique distinguishing name entered in 135. 
the second column. The hierarchy of a task in the WBS is shown 
with indentation—highest leftmost, and lowest rightmost—
similar to the outline format in MS word, or a staircase. The 

work breakdown structure is comparable to the hierarchical 
outline of the contents of a book, or the hierarchical numbered 
outline format in MS Word. Task names should be short and 
concise to fit into the column field size provided for them.

  Immediate Predecessor(s)

Immediate predecessor(s) in column 3 refers to one or 136. 
more tasks that must be completed before the successor task 
begins. The complete WBS sequence, the equivalent of the 
project genome, is one of the critical inputs for task sequencing 
of scheduling in combination with task duration and starting or 
finishing dates. 

 Task Time Estimation

The task estimates are based on a three-point normal 137. 
probability distribution: optimistic (shortest possible time under 
the most favorable conditions), normal (average time under 
average conditions), and pessimistic (longest possible time 
under the least conditions), with a probability distribution or 
relative weight of 1/6, 4/6, 1/6, respectively. The weighted 
sum of the three time estimates is entered in column 7 as the 
standard time required to complete the task.
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Table 12 
Work Breakdown Structure: General WBS Template

Unit/Sub-Unit: -------------------------------------- Function/Business Process:   --------------------------------/----------------------------------
Project Category --------------------------------------/--------------------------------------
Project Code:  -------------------------------------- Project Name: --------------------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Worst-Case Normal-Case Best-Case Weighted
17% 67% 17% 100%

General Services Section (GSS)

Id.Code
Probabilistic Duration Estimation (work-period)

Task Name
Predecessors           

(Enter Id Code)

Work Breakdown Structure: Generic WBS Template
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B. Integrated Supply Chain for Procurement

Initially influenced by military logistics during World 138. 
War II, supply chain management has evolved over the years 
from purchasing, procurement and materials management to 
more comprehensive and integrated supply chain management. 
Further spurred by general market deregulation, advances 
in information and communication technology, outsourcing, 
just-in-time (JIT) inventory management and globalization, 
supply chain has progressed further to enhanced supply chain 
management, reaching out upstream to the supplier’s supplier 
and downstream to the customer’s customer. 

Supply chain management is a compound of the two 139. 
terms, supply chain and management—a combination of what 
is managed and how it is managed—where knowledge about 
the former takes precedence over that of the latter. As applied 
management to the supply chain broadly, a good grasp of 
the nature of the supply chain is crucial to an appreciation of 
supply chain management.

In contrast with a narrow perspective of procurement as 140. 
the simple purchase of goods and services, supply chain takes 
a much broader and inclusive systems view of procurement. As 
a system of interlocking links, supply chain is a metaphor for 
the network of interdependent nodes or parties, both internal 
external to the organization, involved in the procurement of 
goods and services from start to finish.

To get a sense of supply chain with particular reference 141. 
to the procurement system in the ECA, it would be instructive 
to trace the procurement trail of a 4WD diesel bus (UNCCS 
Code 491115) as it moves across organizational boundaries, 
both internal and external, on a virtual conveyor belt of the 
procurement process from initial requisition to final delivery 

(Figure 6)10. 

1. Internal Supply Chain

The internal supply chain includes all organizational 142. 
units within the ECA directly involved in the procurement of goods 
and services, and are grouped into four parts: (1) requisition, 
(2) procurement, (3) logistics (shipping, central stores, inventory 
control) and (4) finance (see Figure 6). The four major nods of 
the supply chain correspond to the major phases and milestones 
of the procurement process, and serves as the first level of the 
work breakdown structure. 

The definition of events marking the start and end of 143. 
the four milestones in the internal supply chain, as in Table 13 
is very crucial. Events marking the start and end of milestones 
must be clearly defined such as when requisition ends and 
procurement begins, when procurement ends and logistics 
starts, etc.

Table 13 
Starting and Ending Events by Major Milestones

Milestone Starting Event Ending Event
1. Requisition
2. Procurement
3. Logistics
   31. Shipping
   32. Stores
   33. Inventory
4. Finance
5. Closure

10 UNCCS code can serve as the primary key linking the procurement database 
system reflecting the supply chain.
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Figure 6 
Internal and External Supply Chain
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a. Requisition

Based on approved plan and budget and established 144. 
procedures, the Transport Sub-Unit, as the requisitioning 
customer, initiates and follows through the requisitioning process 
from initiation to final stamp of approval by the Chief of GSS. 
Requisition is the opening first link in the internal supply chain, 
and involves only information and financial flows. 

b. Procurement

After the approval of the requisition for the vehicle, 145. 
the Chief of GSS authorizes the Procurement Officer to take 
the necessary procurement action from sourcing to final contract 
award and signature. The procurement function, which also 
involves information and financial flows only, constitutes the 
second link in the internal supply chain. Procurement hands 
over the relay button to logistics, where the material flows, the 
movement and storage of consignments, begin and end.

c. Logistics

Logistics is left implicit in UN procurement manuals, not 146. 
because it is not an integral part of the procurement function, 
but due to nature and scale of the logistics involved. Logistics 
encompasses all activities and institutions connected with the 
physical movement and storage of the vehicle between source 
and destination including shipping, insurance, clearance, storage 
and inventory control. 

i. Shipping

The vendor hands over the bus to the carrier for delivery 147. 
to the port of destination on CIF terms. On the basis of arrival 
information about the consignment in Djibouti or Addis Ababa 

and official authorization from the Chief of GSS, the Shipping 
Sub-Unit undertakes the clearance process through contracted 
agents or shipping assistants. The Shipping Unit also handles 
related insurance. 

ii. Central Stores and Inventory Control

Central Stores is responsible for receiving, inspecting, 148. 
and reporting all official consignments. After the completion 
of the clearance process and arrival of consignments, Central 
Stores carries receives and inspects consignments, and submits 
the Receipt and Inspection Report (RIR) as a basis for actions 
regarding payment by the Finance Unit, insurance claim by the 
Shipping Sub-Unit, inventory record by Inventory Control and 
contract closure by Procurement Unit. 

d. Finance

On the basis of the RIR and related documents 149. 
as evidence of satisfactory contractual performance, the 
delegated officer authorizes Finance to make final payments, 
as final link in the internal supply chain. While two of the links in 
the internal supply chain, requisition and finance, are external 
to the GSS, procurement and logistics are integral parts of its 
internal structure. 

 In the above illustration (Figure 6), all internal and 150. 
external organizations, involved in the procurement process of 
the bus, from initial requisition to final delivery, constitute the 
network of links in the supply chain. 

2. External Supply Chain

External supply chain refers to all private and public 151. 
organizations involved in the supply of goods and services 
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including vendors, carriers, insurers, government bodies, clearing 
agents, and bonded warehouse. The duty-free clearance of 
consignments requires the authorization of different government 
ministries and authorities such as foreign affairs, health, 
transport, telecommunication and customs. 

3. Supply Chain Management

At the highest level of abstraction, the philosophical 152. 
foundation of supply chain reaches out to general systems 
theory, which takes a broad view of all things as part of a 
general arrangement.  

“Everything is interrelated. Nothing exists alone. 
Without me speaking these words you could not hear 
them. Without my parents I would not be, and without 
their parents they would not be. Without the sun and 
[the] rain that nurtured the crops and the farmer who 
cultivated them, and the baker who baked the bread, 
they would not have food. Without the earth to support 
us and the air [for us} to breathe, how would we be 
sustained? Ultimately, what can be said to exist without 
every other thing? All things are parts of One Thing. 
That is not a clever idea, it is the [plain] Truth.” 11 

With customer satisfaction as the point departure, 153. 
supply chain management is driven by the value-adding power 
of synergy accruing to all internal and external stakeholders in 
the supply chain through organized team work for a common 
goal and mutual advantage to make the value of the whole 
integrated supply chain greater than the sum of the value of 
its separate links. Synergy, which is intrinsic to interdependent 
teamwork of in the supply chain, is the driving force behind 

11  Timothy Freke, ZEN WISDOM: Daily Teachings from the Zen Masters, October 
13, T’ao-Shan. 

supply chain management. Wal-Mart, the giant retailer with 
global reach— own for its low price, or best value for money, in 
more correct marketing language—is often cited an exemplary 
best practitioner of supply chain management. Low price means 
more demand, and more demand means more supply for all 
members of the supply chain. 

Supply chain management, as the design and 154. 
management of value-adding processes seamlessly across 
organizational boundaries to meet the real needs of the end 
customer, includes chain-wide planning, coordination and 
information sharing. Material, financial and information make 
up the three types of flows across the supply chain. Information 
flow permeates the whole supply from initial requisition to final 
delivery, for it mirrors the other two flows. Logistics is primarily 
associated with material flows, accompanied by information 
flow. Supply chain management involves coordinating and 
integrating all these flows among the system components (see 
Table 14).
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Table 14   
Supply Chain: Material, Financial and Information 
Flows  

 Supply Chain Link Internal/
External

Supply Chain Role Supply Chain Flows
Info Fin Mat

11.Requisitioning Customer In Requisition initiation to approval I F
12. Procurement In Sourcing to contracting I F
13. Shipping In Clearance to delivery I M
14. Central Stores In RIR and storage I M
15. Inventory Control In Records and Control I
16. Finance In Payment I F
21.Vendor Ex Supply I F M
22. Carrier Ex Transport FIC to destination I F M
23. Insurance Ex Protection I F
24. Govt. Dept. Ex Duty-free import authorization I
25. Agents Ex Clearance and delivery I M
26. Bonded Warehouse Ex Temporary storage I M

4. Travel Chain 

The concept of “travel chain” is a corollary or extension 155. 
of supply chain management to international travel. The Travel 
Unit and the Protocol and Visa Sub-Unit make up the links in 
the travel chain with the international traveler as the common 
thread. In the context of supply chain management, the bus in 
Figure 6 is comparable to the international traveler. The visa 
and the ticket are processed for the same international traveler 
linked by the same primary key identifying the same person.

C. Fusion of Project Management with Supply 
Chain

The diagnosis of problems concerning services 156. 
provided by GSS units and sub-units—notably, procurement, 

travel and visa—converge on time as the central issue in the 
requisition and delivery of goods and services. The problem 
lies primarily in the asymmetry between what is managed and 
how it is managed under the status quo business model. And the 
solution lies in restoring symmetry between them by reconciling 
the nature of the services managed with the way they are 
managed by fusing supply chain and travel chain with project 
management as a better business model (Figure 7).

Measured by common standards characterizing a 157. 
project, procurement, travel, visa, annual inventory embody 
all the necessary attributes to qualify as such. Despite the 
credentials of procurement as every bit the quintessential project 
clone, it has not been taken for what it is, and managed with 
the right business model: project management for procurement 
project. The divergence between what is managed and how it 
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is managed pleads for convergence between the right problem 
and the right solution: project management business model for 
procurement, travel and visa management, whose overarching 
goal is to ensure successful project completion such as prompt 
service delivery in procurement, visa and travel.

Figure 7 
FusionParadigm: Project Management with Supply 
Chain 
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The procurement process covered in of UN and GSS 158. 
manuals cover planning, requisition, sourcing, solicitation, 
submission, evaluation and selection, contract award and 
management, receipt and inspection, and disposal, without 
addressing logistics. Logistics is not explicitly treated as 
part of the procurement process in the UN Procurement 
Practitioner’s Handbook (November 20060) and the United 
Nations Procucrement Manual (June 2008). The coverage of 
the procurement process bypasses logistics contact award 
and delivery, which can be explained by the separation of 
procurement and logistics functions under different organization 
units due to the their scale of operation at headquarters. 

Supply chain management takes a much broader 159. 
systems view of the acquisition of goods and services than the 
fragmented and narrower approach of procurement, because 
of the value-adding power of synergy accruing from working 
together as an integrated team of stakeholders making up the 
supply chain for shared goal and benefit. The functional units 
partitioned into four nodes—requisition, procurement, logistics 
and finance—constitute the nodes of an integrated internal 
supply chain. 

In the context of the ECA, a supply chain framework 160. 
of procurement explicitly should take logistics as an integral 
part and phase of the procurement process. A supply chain 
view increases the procurement process by the inclusion of 
logistics with increasing project triangle effect: more scope of 
work, more time and cost, which should be incorporated in a 
work breakdown structure covering logistics. In conclusion, the 
fusion business model integrates project management with 
supply chain management as a superior business model for 
procurement, travel and visa service management. But the scope 
of application of project management extends to other functions 
including periodic inventory and services management. 
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System

A. The Status-Quo Organization Structure

The General Services Section (GSS) is one of nine support service providing sections in the Division 161. 
of Administration (DOA)—the others: Human Resources Services (HRSS), Finance, Publications and Conference 
Management (PCMSS), Information Technology Services (ITS), IMIS, Facilities Management (FMS), UN Health 
Care Center (UNHC and the Library. The GSS is organized into four functional units—Procurement; Travel, 
Protocol and Logistics; and Inventory, Stores and Services Management—and six sub-units: four of them (Protocol 
and Visa, Shipping, Registry and Transport) under the Protocol and Logistics Unit; and two of them (Inventory 
Control and Central Stores) under Inventory, Stores and Services Management Unit (Fig 8). 

B. Organization System Design

Some observation about the logic of the repositioning strategy merits a brief attention in the context 162. 
of the order of streamlining the business process and organization structure. Even though the principle of 
form following function in architectural design has similar relevance to the structure following the process in 
organizational design, the streamlining here gives precedence to structure over process in reverse order. The 
organizational flexibility exhorted by  “ … ECA needs to develop a strong but flexible organizational structure 
that enhances synergies and enables the most effective use of available resources … its organizational structure 
has to be matched by transparent and reliable management practices that ensure accountability, as well as, 
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the efficient and timely delivery of services”, means fitting the 
structure to the process, rather than fitting the process into a 
mould, inversely. The organizational flexibility granted the first 
page is withdrawn on the second page by the statement, “All 
Programme Divisions and the Division of Administration will be 
organized into sections and units …”

The centerpiece of the rationalization project is the 163. 
achievement of concrete and measurable effectiveness and 
efficiency in better service delivery by GSS units and sub-
units as an integrated synergetic whole are.  Among the four 
variables identified as means towards that end—the business 
process, organization structure, information system, and human 
resources—the process takes precedence over the structure in 
the logical order of rationalization.

The precept of the Bauhaus school of architectural 164. 
design—expressed with such elegant simplicity: form follows 
function—applies squarely to organizational design, where the 
business process is the function and the organization structure 
is the form. The work breakdown structure, as a hierarchical 
organization of tasks and their network of relations, is the 
equivalent of the architecture of the business process and the 
basis of the organization and information systems. Granting 
that the process determines the structure, an eclectic business 
model integrating supply chain management with project 
management impacts directly the design of the compatible 
organizational structure. 
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Figure 8 
Present GSS Organization System
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1. Supply Chain and Project Management 
Implications

a. Procurement and Logistics

Logistics is not treated as part of the procurement 165. 
process in the UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook 
(November 2006) and the UNITED NATIONS PREOCUFREMENT 
MANUAL (June 2008), bypassing logistics to delivery, 
after contact award.  The exclusion of logistics from the 
procurement process at headquarters may be attributed to 
the organizational separation of procurement and logistics 
functions on grounds of the scale and complexity of logistics 
operations at headquarters. 

Requisition, procurement, logistics and finance make up 166. 
the discrete cross-functional links in the internal supply chain 
management for the procurement of goods and services in the 
ECA. Logistics is a group of functions primarily concerned with 
the two physical states of a consignment—in motion (shipment) 
and at rest (storage). By definition, shipping, central stores and 
inventory control constitute the sub-functions of logistics and 
coherent integral components of internal supply chain. 

Under the umbrella of Inventory Stores and Services 167. 
Management Unit, the functions of Central Stores and Inventory 
control—including requisition of expendable goods, non-
expendable goods, and assorted services, inspection and 
receipt of goods, storage, and inventory control—are integral 
parts of the internal supply chain.

Procurement and logistics belong together. In addition 168. 
to their logical relationship, the relatively small scale of local 
procurement and logistics operations justifies the integration of 
the two functions under the same organizational unit within the 

supply chain framework. The Shipping Unit puts at 80 percent 
the share of procurement in its activities. By its very constitution, 
the shipping of cargo is more related to procurement than to 
visa-protocol and registry.

b. Travel and Visa

As an extension of the supply chain framework to 169. 
travel and visa, the two functions can be viewed together as 
an integrated “travel chain” by virtue of sharing the common 
feature of providing service for international travel. The visa 
and the ticket are processed for the same international traveler. 
In view of such close relationship between the two functions, 
they should be combined into one unit and two sub-units. 

c. Transport and Registry

Transport is like a wild card: it is related to both 170. 
logistics and travel. Surface transport is just another mode of 
logistics, and travel by air and road are just two modes of 
transport. As such, transport and travel are related enough to 
be incorporated into the same unit with visa and protocol.  

Registry is another wild card in a different sense; it 171. 
fits everywhere, because it fits nowhere. Since it is not closely 
related to other functions, it can be a separate unit, but the 
scope of work does not justify elevating it to a unit in par with 
others. As balancing item in the distribution of the span of 
control among units, registry can be combined into a unit with 
transport, in view of the proximity between transport and non-
electronic communication, which is the domain of registry.

d. Project Management

It merits reiterating that project implementation—172. 
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the translation of the project plan to performance—and 
project management, the systematic and timely evaluation 
of performance against plan to ensure project completion 
on target—are two separate functions. As a matter of basic 
managerial control principle, which separates operating and 
control functions, the role of the implementer of the procurement 
project and that of the project manager must be kept apart, 
for the implementer cannot be the controller any more than the 
accountant can be the auditor, or the requisitioning customer 
can be the procurer.

The goal of project management is to ensure the 173. 
successful completion of a procurement project—on schedule, 
within budget and in compliance with specifications—through 
planning and control, and the responsible officer is the project 
manager. While the broad framework of project management 
has universal applicability for any sensible way of managing 
activities transcending projects, including ongoing operations, 
there is no project management without a project manager as 
such in the strict sense of the profession, making the position of 
the project manager pivotal. 

A non-professional without the technical proficiency in 174. 
both the discipline and the application software cannot fill the 
position of the project manager by the whimsical rotation of 
staff. The early establishment of the position should also be a 
welcome preparation for transition to the expected introduction 
of the ERP. 

The project manager can be placed under the supply 175. 
chain management unit or directly under the Chief of the GSS 
section, depending on the scope of the application of project 
management and its extension to travel and visa service 
management. In addition to the core functions of planning 
and control of procurement and other projects, to ensure their 

successful completion as planned, .the project manager serves 
as the focal point for procurement planning at all levels and 
phases: requirement plan, consolidation into master plan, 
program implementation plan, and project implementation 
plan. In view of the equivalence between project and contract 
management, the scope of responsibility of the project manager 
should encompass contract management. 

Among different forms of organization—functional, 176. 
line and staff, business process, product-service, geographic 
location, customer class, etc—the matrix form of organization is 
the direct descendant of project management, with the project 
team as its central feature. Temporary existence up to the project 
completion date and cross-functional composition drawing 
on different comparative advantages are the outstanding 
characteristics of project team. A project team is formed for 
each project and dissolved upon completion, marked by the 
contract closure. 

A project team is created for each high-value 177. 
procurement and caries out the project implementation. The 
assignment of procurement action to a procurement assistant 
by the procurement officer is the equivalent of forming a 
project team of one. As it stands, logistics plays a passive role 
in the supply chain by waiting for notice of consignment arrival 
from the carrier, without active involvement in team with the 
procurement assistant from the very beginning. 

The acquisition of all goods passes through the major 178. 
phases of requisition, procurement, logistics and payment, 
making up the serial links of the supply chain like four-man relay 
race in which to goods to be procured are the relay button. As 
such, it would be advisable to create a project team composed 
of assistants from requisition, procurement and logistics should 
be constituted for each high-value item to bring together the 
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threes elements into closer collaboration and coordination 
within the supply chain framework. Since planning and control 
the core functions of project management, the project manager 
serves on the project team.

e. Organizational Scenarios

The logic of the organization system is straight foreword: 179. 
supply chain for procurement and logistics, and travel chain for 
travel and visa; and project management for both supply chain 
and travel chain which require a project manager and a matrix 
team organization. The four units and six sub-units making up 
the internal structure of the GSS are grouped in three parts: 
supply chain comprising procurement and logistics (shipping, 
central stores, and inventory control), travel chain consisting of 
travel and visa-protocol), and a miscellaneous group including 
registry and transport. Between initial requisition, financial 
settlement and final contract closure marking the end of the 
project, procurement and logistics (shipping, central stores and 
inventory control) make up central links in the supply chain. 

In the context of supply chain, travel and visa are viewed 180. 
as interdependent “international travel chain” functions by virtue 
of their related link through international travel service. There is 
no international travel without visa and international air ticket. 
The Protocol and Logistics Unit stands out as a conglomerate 
of diverse functional sub-units: visa and protocol, shipping, 
registry and transport. Visa and protocol are more related to 
travel than to shipping, registry or transport, for travel and visa 
processes begin and end with the same international traveler—
Id code (007), name (James Bond). Registry and transport are 
not part of supply chain or travel chain.

The supply chain components remain the same under 181. 
different organizational scenarios, but those to the supply chain 

are configured in different ways. The project manager can 
report to the chief of GSS or the supply chain management 
officer, depending on the scope of the application of project as 
exclusively supply chain or inclusive of travel chain. 

Among the four alternative organization structures, 182. 
Scenario one is the most preferred for these reasons: it embodies 
the supply chain and project management framework covering 
the procurement of goods and services as well as the two 
functions of travel and visa connected with international travel. 
The combination of registry and transport is simply a passive 
residue.
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Figure 9 
Organization Design: Scenario 1
Project Management for Supply Chain and Travel Chain
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Figure 10 
Organization Design: Scenario 2
Project Management for Supply Chain and Travel Chain
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57IV. The Information System:  
Database Review

By the terms of reference, the scope of the rationalization project is limited to the operational and 183. 
structural dimensions without any reference to the information side. But the scope rationalization transcends the 
process and structure and encompasses the enabling information environment—a very compelling reason for 
going beyond the call of contractual duty to extend the scope of the work to a review of the database system, 
pro bono, in consultation with the Chief of GSS. 

A. Source and Methodology

The information system of the GSS consists of fragmented Lotus Notes databases and the Integrated 184. 
Management Information System (IMIS). The databases of different organizational units and sub-units are not 
on speaking terms for the simple reason that they were not designed to communicate as an integrated system.

The inputs for the review were compiled from GSS databases, developed in-house on Lotus Notes 185. 
platform: Procurement, Travel Booking Request, Shipping Advice, Registry, Transport and Central Stores (see 
Table 15). A total of 261 data fields from 83 database tables and 6 databases were entered in Excel 
worksheet with 261 rows and 4 columns, the rows for the data fields and the four columns for the database table 
path name, data field name, business form appended, and evaluation comment (see Annex Table 2).  By virtue 
of its relative complexity, the procurement database system—with a structure of 8 databases, 38 database 
tables, and 116 data fields—was selected as a case study for more detailed analysis. To get an overall view 
of the database system, the 116 rows of data fields were tabulated across 38 columns of database tables. The 
picture that emerges from the analysis of the matrix is most revealing, more of that later. 
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Table 15 
GSS Database System: Data Tables and Data Fields

Unit Database Name Data 
Tables

Data 
Fields

Percent 
Redun-
dant

Procurement Procurement System 38 116 89
Travel Booking Request 

Automation
5 24 88

Shipping Shipping Advice 4 4 0
Registry Incoming, Outgoing, 

Courier Mail
30 94

Central Stores Central Stores 6 23 86
Total 83 261

Source: Annex Table 2

B. The Database Architecture

Database architecture is a method organizing data, 186. 
primarily to facilitate the effectiveness and efficiency of 
performing activities to achieve the desired organizational 
objective. In keeping with advances in information technology, 
database architecture has evolved over the years from 
legacy database architecture such as flat file, hierarchical, 
and network to modern architecture such as relational, object-
oriented, and object-relational architecture. A comparative 
analysis of database architectures falls outside the scope of 
this project. But much more than the resources in form of the 
database architecture, the contribution of a database system 
to meaningful managerial effectiveness and efficiency lies in the 
resourcefulness of its design. As a measure of efficiency in data 
storage and processing speed, among other considerations, 
data redundancy occupies a pivotal place in database 
architecture.

Figure 11 portrays the metaphorically inverted-tree, or 187. 
spark, hierarchical architecture of the procurement database 

system consisting of a top-down three-layer generation 
with procurement as the first-generation root parent with 8 
children—Requisition, Bids, Quotations, Purchase Order, RIR, 
Rejection Letter, Purchase Amendment, and Code—and 39 
grand children from Requisition (10), Bids (7), Quotations (5), 
Purchase Order (10), RIR (3), Rejection Letter (2), and one each 
from PO Amendment and Code. 

C. Database Tables and Data Fields

The following analysis and evaluation takes the 188. 
inductive route from the particular to the general by spotlighting 
procurement as a particular case study that speaks tons for others 
about the dismal state of the information system. The structure 
of the procurement database system, made up of 8 databases 
(Requisition, Bids, Quotations, Purchase Order, Receiving and 
Inspection Report (RIR), Rejection Letter, Amendment to Purchase 
Order, and Code), 38 database tables and 116 data fields is 
described in Table 007.
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Figure 11 
Hierarchical Architecture of Procurement Database
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1. Redundancy of Data Fields

Out of 116 data fields from 39 data tables, 103 (90 189. 
percent) of them recur more than once, with frequency variation 
from 2 for 4 data fields (Created by, PE Number, PO Date, 
Vendor) to a staggering 35 in the extreme case of Date Raised. 
Such redundancy level of 35 means, if the 39 database tables 
were linked by a primary key into one big table of 116 field 
columns, Date Raised would repeat 35 times and claim nearly 
one-third of the data field columns in the entire procurement 
database system. With a redundancy of more than 10, the 
three data fields—Requisition Number (10), Requisition Title 
(14), and Document Type (24)—take the dubious distinction of 
the three runner-ups (for details of data field redundancy refer 
to Table 17).

Table 16 
Procurement Databases, Tables and Fields  

Databases Data Tables Data Fields
1. Requisition 10  43
2. Bids   7  17
3. Quotations   5  10
4. Purchase Order 10  25
5. RIR   3  12
6. Rejection Letter   2    2
7. PO Amendment   1    4
8 Division Code   1    3
Total 39  116
Redundant Fields 103 (89 %)

Source: Annex Table 2.

The data fields, Date Raised and Document Type, 190. 
repeat more than 10 times in ten times in the requisition 
database with ten data tables: Requisitions, All, By Creator, 
By Date, By Division, By Procurement Officer, By Status, By 

Title, By Type, By Value. Such level of unnecessary duplication 
is a staggering waste of storage resources through needless 
duplication could haven been avoided with well thought-out 
and creative relational database design. 

Some redundancy, in some cases such as backup power 191. 
and failsafe critical systems is a virtue up to a point, but an 
overdose of redundancy like this borders on overkill. Eleven 
repeating fields, as a group, claim a disproportionate 103 
columns out 116 (90 percent) across 39 tables, for average 
redundancy of 10.5 times for the repeating set, and 4.8 times 
average redundancy across the board (see Table 17).

After adjustment for the redundancy of data fields and 192. 
inconsistency of the names, the number of data fields shrinks by 
80 percent from a gross of 116 to a net of mere 24 data fields, 
the sum of 13 redundant and 11 non-redundant data field 
names. A net figure of just 24 data fields in the procurement 
database system of 8 databases and 39 database tables 
figures to an average share of 3 data fields per database: 24 
data fields among 8 databases. The biggest anomaly of all, 
the number of database tables (39) is more than the number 
data fields (24), after adjustment for field redundancy and 
field name variation.  
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Table 17 

Data Fields after Adjustment for Redundancy and Name Variation
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2. Variation of Data Field Names

The problem of redundancy is compounded by name 193. 
variation among data field in different database tables. The 
inconsistency varies from two to four different names for the 
same data field in different tables (see Table 18). Like a nom 
de guerre of a guerilla fighter, the same attribute is given 
different names in different database tables: Vendor (Vendor 
Name), PE Number (PE #), Requisition Number (Req. Number, 
Req. #), and Requisition Title (Requisitions, Req., Descriptions). 

Table 18 
Data Field Name Variations

Redundancy 
level 

1 2 3 4

2 Vendor Vendor 
Name

2 PE Num-
ber

PE#

3 Req. # Req.  
Number

Requisition 
Number

4 Req. Description Requisi-
tions

Requisi-
tion Title

Source: Annex Table 2.

3. Procurement Database without Currency 
Field

The procurement process is a system of three parallel 194. 
flows: physical, financial and information. The twin principles of 
best value for money and total cost of ownership spotlight the 
centrality of information on monetary value to the procurement 
of goods and services.  And yet, there is no evidence of one 
currency field in the entire database system. No currency field 
is to be found among the 24 data fields in the entire database 
system with 39 database tables. The complete lack of a 

currency field in procurement database completely obscures the 
financial picture of procurement. Information on monetary value 
can only be extracted manually from business forms annexed to 
database tables. It is hard to imagine a procurement database 
system with 39 data tables and 116 mostly redundant data 
fields without a currency field at all.

Significant financial data such as unit price and total 195. 
price are embedded in 10 procurement-related business forms: 
Requisition Title, ITB Form, RFQ Summary, RFQ Details, RFQ, 
Purchase Order, Amendment to PO, and Settlement Request. 
To perform any kind of analysis in terms of monetary value 
requires the arduous task of having to extract the required 
data from purchase orders appended to database tables one 
by one. Consider the analysis of 3053 requisitions over eight 
years (2000-2008) in terms of monetary value. That many data 
elements have to be extracted manually. If only a currency field 
were inserted in the appropriate database table, the column 
could be imported to Excel for analysis with much less effort. 

The so-called key performance indicators are given 196. 
only in terms of the physical frequency count of transactions 
such as requisitions, bids, quotations, etc., which are not very 
meaningful informed decisions. The closest thing to monetary 
value that the system offers is the frequency count of transactions 
in terms value range: less than 2,500, 2,500-75,000, 75,000–
200, 000, more than 200,000. The statistical series in Table 19 
and 20 are all in terms of the number of transactions. 

4. Procurement Time Series without Monetary 
Value

The following times series on requisition by different 197. 
categories is intended to serve more as an illustration of the 
limitations of the existing database system design than to 
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highlight the record of procurement performance during the 
current decade. The time series are the number of requisitions 
by type, status, and value range.  

Over the last nine years (2000-8) a total 3058 198. 
requisitions were made at an average annual rate of 382 
requisitions, varying from a minimum of 143 in 2000 to a 
maximum of 408 requisitions in 2003. Most of the requisitions 
(67 percent) fall in the value range (US$2,500-75,000 US$). 
The distribution of the number of requisitions for the other 
value thresholds are 10 percent each (below US$ 2,500 
and US$75,000-US$200,000), and 5 percent (more than 
US$200,000. The number of requisitions is distributed between 
72 percent goods and 28 percent services. 

The number of requisitions by status is classified into 199. 
New (8 percent), Sent for check (2 percent), Sent to GSS (2 
percent), and Assigned to Procurement Officer [Assistant] (17 
percent). The figures do not make sense because every requisition 
must start out as new, pass through GSS for approval and be 
assigned to a procurement assistant for execution. Besides, 
status is something date-specific like the income statement, 
unlike the income statement, which covers a period.  

The information content of the database is very limited 200. 
as it is; however, it would have been more meaningful if the 
number of requisitions were expressed in monetary terms. For 
example, the dollar distribution between goods and services 
cannot be figured out from the existing database tables. In order 
to compute the trend of the structure of procurement between 
goods and service over eight years, 3058 price elements have 
to be compiled, one by one, from the requisition title. To do 
a meaningful analysis for decision-making, one has to extract 
the value figures from the 3058 requisition title forms, one by 
one. Exporting a data field from Lotus Notes to MS Excel for 

analysis is one thing, but entering each figure from a business 
form is a very tedious chore and time-consuming waste of time 
and resources.

Table 19 
Requisitions by Value Threshold, 2000-8 

Category/Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total Average
Requisition by 
Value (US$)            

Less than 2,500 33 87 94 91 73 40 49 43 48 558 70

2,500-75,00 78 235 207 278 213 280 223 320 249 2083 260

75,000-200,000 20 46 35 28 33 44 27 30 19 282 35
More than 
200,000 12 20 15 11 17 21 14 19 7 136 17

Total 143 388 351 408 336 385 313 412 323 3059 382
Requisition by 
Type            

Type/Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total Average

Goods 116 296 235 296 206 258 223 280 248 2158 270

Services 26 90 103 107 130 127 89 132 75 879 110
Contractor (Con-
struction) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Unspecified (Null) 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 6 1

Total 143 388 338 406 336 385 313 412 323 3044 381
Requisition by 
Type Status            

Status/Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total Average

New 3 19 36 26 34 24 13 38 72 265 33

Sent for Check 4 2 1 3 7 15 8 20 3 63 8

Sent to GSS 0 1 0 10 0 3 3 25 13 55 7
Assigned to Pro-
curement Officer 0 9 15 39 61 66 74 193 90 547 68

Quote Created 10 13 11 21 13 6 9 59 49 191 24

Bid Created 5 10 8 7 3 7 5 16 10 71 9

PO Created 121 334 280 302 218 264 201 61 86 1867 233

Total 143 388 351 408 336 385 313 412 323 3059 382
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The number of requisitions by value means frequency 201. 
count by the range of threshold:  below 2,500, 2,500-75,000, 
75,000-200,000, and above 200,000. For example, the 
number of requisitions for items valued in the range of 2,500-
75,000 US$ made up 67 percent of all requisitions, on the 
average. But the share of monetary value for items in that value 
range is a different story. An average annual frequency of 70 
requisitions does not tell you anything about the average value 
of a requisition. Over the last 9 years (2000-2008), requisitions 

were made at an average annual rate of 382, distributed 
between goods (72 percent) and services (28). But the structure 
of procurement by type in terms of the frequency of requisitions 
is very different from the structure of procurement in monetary 
terms (see Table 20).

In view of the complexity of the procurement process, a 202. 
database system with only 24 data field names is very telling 
about the dismal standard gross inadequacy of the database 

Table 20 
Structure of Requisitions by Value Threshold, 2000-8

Category 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Average

Requisition by Value (US$)           
Less than 2,500 23% 22% 27% 22% 22% 10% 16% 10% 15% 19%
2,500-75,00 55% 61% 59% 68% 63% 73% 71% 78% 77% 67%
75,000-200,000 14% 12% 10% 7% 10% 11% 9% 7% 6% 10%
More than 200,000 8% 5% 4% 3% 5% 5% 4% 5% 2% 5%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Requisition by Type
Goods 81% 76% 70% 73% 61% 67% 71% 68% 77% 72%
Services 18% 23% 30% 26% 39% 33% 28% 32% 23% 28%
Contractor (Construction) 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Unspecified (Null) 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Requisition by Type Status
New 2% 5% 10% 6% 10% 6% 4% 9% 22% 8%
Sent for Check 3% 1% 0% 1% 2% 4% 3% 5% 1% 2%
Sent to GSS 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 1% 1% 6% 4% 2%
Assigned to Porcurement Officer 0% 2% 4% 10% 18% 17% 24% 47% 28% 17%
Quote Created 7% 3% 3% 5% 4% 2% 3% 14% 15% 6%
Bid Created 3% 3% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2% 4% 3% 2%
PO Created 85% 86% 80% 74% 65% 69% 64% 15% 27% 63%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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design, the seriousness of the requirement analysis, and the 
involvement of the end-user. Although the Procurement Unit is 
supposed to know better the receipt and inspection of a service 
contract for effectiveness as measured against prior technical 
specification, the procurement database system was accepted 
without any evaluation.

The procurement process cycle involves multi-phase 203. 
discrete tasks and milestones—from planning; requisition, 
sourcing, solicitation; submissions; evaluation, selection and 
contract award and management, shipping and customs 
clearance; receipt, inspection and reporting; and storage 
and inventory. The huge gap between the requirements of 

 

 

Table 21 
Redundancy of Data Field in Procurement Database
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the procurement business process and the existing so-called 
information system comprising a haphazard collection of 
database files is evident from the wide gap between the 
multiplicity of procurement tasks and mere 24 data field names 
identified in the database tables. 

D. Business Forms Appended to Database 
Tables

Table 33 is a summary of 601 data elements compiled 204. 
from business forms appended to database tables (see Table 
22). Thirteen of these business forms from the procurement 
database contain 321 data elements.  The juxtaposition of 
data fields from the database tables and those attached to 
business forms is very revealing. When repeating fields and 
name variations are adjusted, out of an indiscriminate simple 

count of 116 data fields in the database tables for procurement, 
only a net balance of 24 non-repeating field names remain. 
After a similar adjustment for 321 data elements contained in 
procurement-related business forms appended to procurement 
database tables, the remaining balance of non-repeating data 
elements figures to 102. But one must hasten to point out that 
redundancy in the context of data fields in database tables and 
those in business forms have different significance. In business 
forms a data field can be embedded as many times as it is 
necessary just as in mail merge in a word processor, segregated 
into the letter form and a separate document file or data table.  
The huge, more than four-fold, disparity between the number 
of data fields in business forms (102) and those in database 
tables (24) implies that 75 percent of the data elements in 
business forms are not recorded in database tables. 
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Table 22 
Data Elements of 34 Business Forms in Procurement Database

  





69V. The Planning System 

The most recurrent theme of complaint in the annual performance report of the GSS web page under 205. 
the caption of “challenges” (latest (2006) is “last-minute requisition” of services—notably, in procurement, 
travel and visa—which makes time pivotal to effective and efficient service delivery. Given a fixed lead-time 
in the business processes of procurement, clearance, travel or visa, etc.—derived from the critical path, late 
requisition as a critical task on the critical path inevitably results in late delivery. The problem of late requisition 
can be imputed to three possible factors: no planning, unsystematic ad hoc planning, or rare exigency beyond 
planning. The UN Procurement Manual defines exigency as, “an exceptional compelling and emergent need, 
not resulting from poor planning or management or from concerns over the availability of funds, that will lead 
to serious damages, loss or injury to property or persons if not addressed immediately.”12 Exigencies are very 
compelling events beyond planning and control, and there is no material difference between ad hoc and no 
planning.

In spite of the pivotal role of planning in the procurement process, the task has not been given the 206. 
significance it merits, as reflected in the amount of measly attention apportioned to it in the UN Procurement 
Manual, UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook and the GSS Operating Manual (see Table 23). The lack of 
detailed and detailed instruction in procurement at different phases testifies to a case ad hoc and unsystematic 
planning. 

12  UN Procurement Manual, June 2008, Rev. 05, p. xiii . 
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(1) requirement planning by requisitioning units; (2) consolidation 
of requirement plans to a master plan for the whole organization, 
(3) annual implementation program planning on quarterly 
basis, and (4) project implementation plan of an authorized 
procurement. The four phases are serially dependent such that 
the output of the immediate predecessor is the input of the 
immediate successor along a critical path.

Table 23 
Coverage of Procurement Planning in UN Manuals

Document Subject Pages
UN Procurement Manual Acquisition Planning 1
       Form D-7 Acquisition Plan Form ½
       D-7 A. Guidelines on Acquisition 

Plan
½

UN Procurement Practi-
tioner’s Handbook

Operational Procurement 
Planning

4

GSS Operating Manual Annual procurement plan ¼
Total 6 ¼

Source: UN Procurement Manual, UN Procurement Practitioner’s Handbook and 
GSS Operating Manual.

A. Requirement Planning

Every October, the Procurement Unit e-mails request 208. 
for acquisition plan (form D-7A) to all organizational units 
by completing Acquisition Plan form (form D-7B) with seven 
data elements—(1) consecutive item number starting with one, 
(2) United Nations Common Coding System (UNCCS) code 
number for goods and services, (3) UNCCS description of 
goods and services, (4), estimated physical quantity required, 
(5) measurement unit, (6) estimated value in US dollars, (7) 
and expected quarter of delivery—by a certain deadline in 

November (see Table 26). The features of the data elements in 
the requirement plan are described in Table 24. 

Table 24  
Data Elements of the Acquisition Plan Form (D-7B)

Col. 
No.

Column Name Data Type Enter

1 Item # Number Consecutive num-
bers starting with 1

2 UNCCS Code No. Number: 6 
Digit

As is 

3 UNCCS Description Text As is 
4 Estimated Quantity Number Amount of physical 

requirement
5 Measurement Unit Text Such as meter, kg, 

liter, months, etc.
6 Estimated Value 

(US$)
Currency Estimated price

7 Expected Delivery 
Quarter

Numbers 
(I-IV)

Expected delivery 
quarter 

Source: UN Procurement Manual, 2009.

Effectiveness was defined as doing the right thing, 209. 
and efficiency as doing it the right way. The problem of 
procurement planning begins at the very beginning with the 
ineffectiveness of requirement planning by doing the wrong 
thing of failure to comply with the strict UN policy requirement 
of generic specification governing the identification of goods 
and services. The Procurement Unit must convert non-generic 
to generic descriptions specifications before consolidation, 
leading to the delay of timely budgetary allotment. The issue 
of effectiveness and efficiency in procurement lies at the 
initial phases of requirement planning and requisitioning and 
generic specification, a topical reason for an overview of the 
architecture of the United Nations Common Coding System 
(UNCCS).
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Figure 12 Structure of UNCCS Code: Six-Level Nested Hierarchy
Source: www.ungm.com

respectively. As illustrated in the figure, you can drill down up 
to six levels of hierarchy. The code numbers and descriptions 
uniquely identify one million different products and services, 
minus one. 

There are a number of compelling economic reasons for 211. 
strict compliance with the requirement of generic specification 
in the procurement of goods and services. The goal of 
procurement service is to maximize the best interest of the UN 
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4 

Level 

1 

3 
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6 

400000 

459000 

Code 

450000 

459100 

459110 

459111 

Office, Accounting and Computing Machinery 

Uninterruptible power supply unit 

 

Description 

Metal Products, Machinery and Equipment 

IT Equipment/Machinery, Other, and Parts Thereof 

 Protection devices for EDP Equipment 

 

UPS 499-1249 VA 

UNCCS Code 
(000000

—
999999)

 

 

Goods 
(000000

—
499999)

 

Services 
(500000—999999) 

The United Nations Common Coding System (UNCCS) is 210. 
designed to serve as a common protocol or standard language 
of generic specification for goods and services to be procured 
by the UN system of organizations across the board. The 
system consists of a six-digit code number (000000–999999) 
with corresponding description, sub-divided between goods 
(000000–499999) and services (500,000–999999) at the 
first level of hierarchy (see Figure 12). At second level, goods 
and services are further sub-divided into 21 and 27 categories, 
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transparent competition. Generic specification is a means to 
the realization of that end, for which the UNCCS code is the 
common protocol. The advantages of generic specification are 
listed in the following Table 25.

Table 25  
Advantages of Generic Specification

Factors Advantage
UN best interest Best value for money
Transparency and integrity Fair play among suppliers, lower 

price
Competitiveness Equal opportunity for suppliers, 

lower price
Bargaining position Quantity discount through bulk 

purchase, lower price
Sourcing Efficiency and lower price: search 

vendor database under UNCCS 
code in www.ungm.com

Consolidation Efficiency: time cost savings
Synergy Value (generic whole > sum of dif-

ferent parts), greater
Effectiveness and efficiency

Primary key Link and tracking tag in the supply 
chain for
relational database design 

Transactions Lower frequency of transactions 
and transaction cost

Schedule Timely delivery

For example, the fixed component of the procurement 212. 
transaction cost of ten brand-specific requisitions would be ten 
times that of one generic specification. Procurement transaction 
refers to the cost associated with performing the tasks of 
the procurement process originating with requisition. When 
ten brand-specific requisitions are converted to one generic 
specification, 90 percent of procurement transactions cost is 
saved. 

Table 26 
Acquisition Plan Form (D-7B)
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B. Consolidated Planning

Requirement plans from different organizations are 213. 
the inputs of the consolidated master procurement plan for the 
whole organization.  Since the descriptions come in non-generic 
form, the Procurement Unit must translate them to non-generic 
specification before consolidation. The task of conversion from 
non-generic to generic specification can be avoided by doing 
the right thing in the description of goods and services in the 
requirement plans before their submission with strict adherence 
to the UNCCS code as a policy and economic imperative 
serving the best interest of the organization. That is what 
effectiveness and total quality management is all about: doing 
the right thing from the very beginning. As the old adage goes, 
proactive prevention is better than cure for it saves time and 
prevents delay. 

The solution to the problem of non-compliance with 214. 
generic specification is as simple as restricting the choice of 
goods and services to menu option. The user will be prevented 
from entering data in columns 2 and 3 of From 7-B to force the 
selection of goods and services from UNCCS code contained 
in database of the www.ungm.com without requiring input from 
the user, unlike descriptions keyed in liberally like an open-
ended essay without restriction on text size. In the Lotus Notes 
database, for example, the field column for the description 
of goods and services is as long as an open-ended essay, 
overflowing the width of the monitor screen and requiring right 
scroll to read. Under the proposed solution to the problem of 
generic specification, the data-field column for the description 
of goods and services is rendered off limits to the user, which 
forces the user to enter only the UNCCS code number in the 
second column while leaving the entry of the appropriate 
description in the third column to the software. The new solution 

simplifies consolidation immensely, making it a matter of sorting 
on different fields.

C. Operational Planning

The operating plan is the strategic implementation 215. 
program plan for the year, based on inputs from the consolidated 
requirement plan. Planning in this phase is constrained by data 
six data elements: description of type of goods and services in 
UNCCS code, quantity required, measurement unit, estimated 
value in US dollars, and the expected quarter of delivery. 

By time-phasing quarterly the consolidated requirement 216. 
plan for the year by volume and value useful information can 
be mined to plan a broad procurement strategy, capacity 
implications and quarterly workload distribution, alignment 
with available human resources (see Table 27 and 28). For 
example, sorting the consolidated master procurement plan by 
value gives a picture of procurement distribution of by value 
threshold, from which strategic sourcing plans can be formulated 
before requisitions are made.

D. Project Planning

Project planning is covered in the section on the work 217. 
breakdown structure the continuity of related themes. Among the 
management processes of planning, executing and controlling, 
planning takes precedence over the other two as the basis of 
both implementation and control. Accordingly, the procurement 
process begins with procurement planning from which requisitions 
emanate and the rest of the procurement process follows. As the 
standard of the degree of success in achieving the desired goal, 
effectiveness cannot be objectively evaluated in the absence of 
planned performance as the standard of comparison with the 
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relativity—the evaluation of something relative to something 
else—the comparison of actual result relative to planned 
result.  

Table 27 
Procurement Operating Plan: Quarterly by Value (US$)
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Table 28 
Procurement Operating Plan: Quarterly by Physical Quantity
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Table 1 Overview of Project Management Body of Knowledge

PMBOK Area and Process 20. Input 30. Output
10. Project Integration Management ***** *****
    11. Project Plan Development 1121. Other planning outputs 1131. Project plan

1122. Historical information 1132. Supporting detail
1123. Organization policies
1124. Constraints
1125. Assumptions

12. Project Plan Execution 1221. Project plan 1231. Work results
1222. Supporting details 1232. Change requests
1223. Organizational policies
1224. Preventive action
1225. Corrective action

13. Integrated Change Control 1321. Project plan 1321. Project plan updates
1322. Performance reports 1322. Corrective action
1333. Change requests 1323. Lessons learned

20. Project Scope Management ***** *****
21. Initiation 2121. Product description 2131. Project charter

2122. Strategic plan 2132. Project manager assignment
2123. Project selection criteria 2133. Constraints
2124. Historical information 2134. Assumptions

22. Scope Planning 2221. Product description 2231. Scope Statement
2222. Project charter 2232. Supporting detail 
2223. Constraints 2233. Scope management plan
2224. Assumptions

23. Scope Definition 2321. Scope Statement 2331. WBS
2322. Constraints 2332. Scope statement updates
2323. Assumptions
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PMBOK Area and Process 20. Input 30. Output
24. Scope Verification 2421. Work Results 2431. Formal Acceptance

2422. Product documentation
2423. WBS
2424. Scope statement
2425. Project plan

25. Scope Change Control 2521. WBS 2531. Scope changes
2522. Performance reports 2532. Corrective action
2523. Change requests 2533. Lessons learned
2524. Scope management plan 2534. Adjusted baseline

30. Project Time Management ***** *****
31. Activity Definition 3121. WBS 3131. Activity list

3122. Scope statement 3132. WBS update
3123. Historical information
3124. Constraints
3125. Assumptions
3126. Expert Judgment

32. Activity Sequencing 3221. Activity List 3231. Project network diagram
3222. Product Description 3231. Activity list updates
3223. Dependencies
3224. Milestones

33. Activity Duration Estimating 3321. Activity List 3331. Activity duration estimates
3322. Constraints and assumptions 3332. Activity list updates
3323. Resource requirements
3324. Resource capabilities
3325. Historical information
3326. Identified risks
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34. Schedule Development 3421. Project network diagrams 3441. Project schedule
3422. Activity duration estimates 3442. Schedule management plan
3423. Resource requirements 3443. Resource requirement updates
3424. Resource pool description
3425. Calendars
3426. Constraints and assumptions
3427 Leads and lags
3428. Risk Management Plan
3429. Activity attributes

35. Schedule Control 3521. Project schedule 3531. Schedule updates
3522. Performance Reports 3532. Corrective actions

3543. Lessons learned
40. Project Cost Management ***** *****
41. Resource Planning 4121. WBS 4131. Resource requirements

4122. Scope statement
4123. Historical information
4124. Resource pool description
4125. Organization policies
4126. Activity duration estimates

42. Cost Estimating 4221. WBS 4231. Cost estimates
4222. Resource requirements 4232. Supporting detail
4223. Resource rates 4233. Cost management plan
4224. Activity duration estimates

43. Cost Budgeting 4321. Cost estimates 4331. Cost baseline
4322. WBS
4323. Project schedule
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PMBOK Area and Process 20. Input 30. Output
44. Cost Control 4421. Cost baseline 4431. Revised cost estimates

4422. Performance reports 4432. Budget updates
4423. Change requests 4433. Corrective action
4424. Cost management plan

50. Project Quality Management ****** ******
51. Quality Planning 5122. Scope statement 5132. Operational definitions

5123. Product description 5133. Checklists
5124. Standards and regulations 5134. Inputs to other processes
5125. Other process outputs

52. Quality Assurance 5221. Quality management plan 5231. Quality improvement
5222. Quality control measurement results
5223. Operational definitions

53. Quality Control 5321. Work results
5322. Quality management plan
5323. Operational definitions
5324. Check lists

60. Project Human Resources Management 4424. Cost management plan
61. Organizational Planning ****** ******

6122. Staff requirements 6132. Staff management plan
6123. Constraints 6133. Organization chart

6134. Supporting detail
62. Staff Acquisition 6221. Staff management plan 6231. Project staff assigned

6222. Staffing pool description 6232. Project team directory
6223. Recruitment practices

63. Team Development 6321. Project staff 6331.Performance improvements
6322. Project plan 6332. Input to performance appraisals
6323. Staff management plan
6324. Performance reports
6325. External feedback
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70. Project Communications Management ***** *****
71. Communications Planning 7121. Communication requirements 7131. Communications management 

plan
7122. Communication technology
7123. Constraints and assumptions

72. Information Distribution 7221. Work results 7231. Project records
7222. Communications management plan 7232. Project reports

7233. Project presentations
73. Performance Reporting 7321. Project plan 7331. Performance reports

7322. Work results 7332. Change requests
7323. Other project records

74. Administrative Closure 7421. Performance measurement documentation 7431. Project archives
7422. Product documentation 7432. Project closure
7423. Other project records 7433. Lessons learned

80. Project Risk Management
81. Risk Management Planning 8121. Project charter Risk management plan

8122. Organization’s risk management policies
8123. Defined roles and responsibilities
8124. Stakeholder risk tolerances
8125. Template for the organization’s risk mgt plan
8126. WBS
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PMBOK Area and Process 20. Input 30. Output
82. Risk Identification 8221. Risk management plan 8231. Prioritized and quantified risk list

8222. Identified risks 8232. Probabilistic project analysis
8223. Prioritized risks list 8233. Probability of meeting C-S targets
8224. Risks for additional analysis& management 8224. Quantitative risk trend analysis results
8225. Historical information
8226. Expert judgment
8227. Other planning outputs

83.Qualitative Risk Analysis 8321. Risk management plan 8331. Overall project risk ranking
8322. Identified risks 8332. Prioritized risk list additional analysis 
8333. Project status 8333. Qualitative risk trends analysis results
8334. Project type 8334. 
8335. Data precision
8336. Scales of probability and impact
8337. Assumptions

84. Quantitative Risk Analysis 8421. Risk management plan 8431. Prioritized list of quantified risks
8422. Identified risks 8432. Probabilistic project analysis
8423. Prioritized risk list 8433. Probability of meeting C-S targets
8424. Historical information 8334. Trends of quantitative risk analysis
8425. Expert judgment
8426. Other planning outputs

85. Risk Response Planning 8521. Risk management plan 8531. Risk response plan
8522. Identified risks 8532. Residual risks
8523. Prioritized risks list 8533. Secondary risks
8524. Project risk ranking 8534. Contractual agreements
8525. Prioritized list of quantified risks 8535. Contingency reserve amounts needed
8526. Probability of meeting C-S targets 8536. Inputs to other processes
8527. List of potential responses 8537. Inputs to revised project plan
8528. Risk thresholds
8529. Risk owners
85230. Common risk causes
85231. Results of qual&quan risk trend analysis
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86. Risk Monitoring and Control 8621. Risk management plan 8631. Workaround plans
8622. Project communication 8632. Corrective actions
8623. Additional risk identification and analysis 8632. Project change requests
8624. Scope changes 8633. Updates to risk response plan

8634. Risk database
8635. Updates to risk identification checklist

90. Project Procurement Management ***** *****
91. Procurement Planning 9121. Scope statement 9131. Procurement management plan

9122. Product description 9132. Statement(s) of work
9123. Procurement resources
9124. Market conditions
9125. Other planning outputs
9126. Constraints and assumptions

92. Solicitation Planning 9221. Procurement management plan 9231. Procurement documents
9222. Statement(s) of work 9232. Evaluation criteria
9223. Other planning outputs 9233. Statement of work updates

93. Solicitation 9321. Procurement documents
9322. Qualified seller list

94. Source Selection 9421. Proposals Contract
9422. Evaluation Criteria
9423. Organizational policies

95. Contract Administration 9524. Contract work results 9531. Correspondence
9525. Change requests 9532. Contract changes
9526. Seller invoices 9533. Payment requests

96. Contract Closeout 9621. Contract documentation 9631. Contract file
9622. 9632. Formal acceptance and closure
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Table 2 Database Tables and Fields

IDN Unit Path of Database Hierarchy Data Field Name Data Field Name1  Form Attached Comments
1 Proc Req\ Req # Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name
2 Proc Req\ Req Description Requisition Title Requisition title or description
3 Proc Req\ Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  

4 Proc Req\All
Req Number Req # Requisition Title Req Number inconsistent with 

RSQN  data entred.
5 Proc Req\All Description Description Requisition Title  
6 Proc Req\All Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
7 Proc Req\All Status Status Requisition Title  

8 Proc Req\By Creator Requisition Number Req #
Requisition Title Inconsistent field name: “Requisi-

tion Number” & “Req Number”  

9 Proc Req\By Creator Requisitions Description
Requisition Title “Description” instead of “Requisi-

tions”
10 Proc Req\By Creator Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
11 Proc Req\By Creator Status Status Requisition Title  
12 Proc Req\By Date Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
13 Proc Req\By Date Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title  

14 Proc Req\By Date Requisitions Description
Requisition Title “Description” instead of “Rquisi-

tions”

15 Proc Req\By Division PE Number PE #
Requisition Title Inconsistent, “PE#” vs. “PE Num-

ber”
16 Proc Req\By Division Requisition Title Description Requisition Title  
17 Proc Req\By Division Status Status Requisition Title  
18 Proc Req\By Division Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
19 Proc Req\By Division PO Date PO Date Requisition Title  
20 Proc Req\By Division Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name

21 Proc 
Req\By P\Officer PE# PE # Requisition Title “Assistant” instead of “Officer”.  

Inconsistent field name
22 Proc Req\By P\Officer Requisition Title Description Requisition Title  
23 Proc Req\By P\Officer Type Type Requisition Title  

24 Proc 
Req\By P\Officer Assigned Assgined Requisition Title “Date Assigned” instead of just 

“Assigned”

25 Proc 
Req\By P\Officer Accept Date Acceptance Date Requisition Title “Acceptance Date”  instead of 

“Accept Date”
26 Proc Req\By P\Officer PO Date PO Date Requisition Title  
27 Proc Req\By P\Officer Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
28 Proc Req\By P\Officer Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name
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29 Proc Req\By Status Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name

30 Proc Req\By Status Requisitions Description
Requisition Title Field name:Description instead 

of Requisitions
31 Proc Req\By Status Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
32 Proc Req\By Status Created By Created by Requisition Title  

33 Proc Req\By Title Requisitions Description
Requisition Title Should be Requisition Title in 

both path and field names.
34 Proc Req\By Title Doc Id DocId Requisition Title “PE Number” instead of “Doc Id”
35 Proc Req\By Title Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name. 
36 Proc Req\By Title Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
37 Proc Req\By Type Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name. 

38 Proc Req\By Type Requisitions Description
Requisition Title “Description” instead of “Requisi-

tions”
39 Proc Req\By Type Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
40 Proc Req\By Value Requisition Number Req # Requisition Title Inconsistent field name. 

41 Proc Req\By Value Requisitions Description
Requisition Title “Description” instead of “Requisi-

tions”
42 Proc Req\By Value Date Raised Date Raised Requisition Title  
43 Proc Req\By Value Created By Created by Requisition Title  
44 Proc Bids\ Document Type Document Type   
45 Proc Bids\ Date Raised Date Raised   
46 Proc Bids\Accepted Document Type Document Type   
47 Proc Bids\Accepted Date Raised Date Raised   
48 Proc Bids\By Number Document Type Document Type   
49 Proc Bids\By Number Date Raised Date Raised   
50 Proc Bids\By Status Document Type Document Type   
51 Proc Bids\By Status Date Raised Date Raised   
52 Proc Bids\By Title Document Type Document Type   
53 Proc Bids\By Title Date Raised Date Raised   
54 Proc Bids\By Vendor Document Type Document Type   
55 Proc Bids\By Vendor Date Raised Date Raised   
56 Proc Bids\Summary Bid # Bid # Requisition Title  
57 Proc Bids\Summary Description Description   
58 Proc Bids\Summary Vendor Vendor   
59 Proc Bids\Summary Document Type Document Type   
60 Proc Bids\Summary Date Raised Date Raised   
61 Proc Quot Document Type Document Type   
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IDN Unit Path of Database Hierarchy Data Field Name Data Field Name1  Form Attached Comments
62 Proc Quot Date Raised Date Raised   
63 Proc Quot\Accepted Document Type Document Type   
64 Proc Quot\Accepted Date Raised Date Raised   
65 Proc Quot\By No Document Type Document Type   
66 Proc Quot\By No Date Raised Date Raised   
67 Proc Quot\By Status Document Type Document Type   
68 Proc Quot\By Status Date Raised Date Raised   
69 Proc Quot\By Vendor Document Type Document Type   
70 Proc Quot\By Vendor Date Raised Date Raised   
72 Proc PO\By Account # PO  # PO  #   
73 Proc PO\By Account # Document Type Document Type   
74 Proc PO\By Account # Date Raised Date Raised   

75 Proc PO\By Obll Doc_Dorf  IDs Document Type Document Type
 “Oblgation” instead of “Obll”. 

What does “Dorf” mean ?
76 Proc PO\By Obll Doc_Dorf  IDs Date Raised Date Raised   
77 Proc PO\By PO # PO # PO #   
78 Proc PO\By PO # Document Type Document Type   
79 Proc PO\By PO # Date Raised Date Raised   
80 Proc PO\By Req Doc & Dorf Ids Document Type Document Type   
81 Proc PO\By Req Doc & Dorf Ids Date Raised Date Raised   
82 Proc PO\Printable\By PO # PO # PO #   
83 Proc PO\Printable\By PO # Document Type Document Type   
84 Proc PO\Printable\By PO # Date Raised Date Raised   
85 Proc PO\Printable\By Status Document Type Document Type   
86 Proc PO\Printable\By Status Date Raised Date Raised   
87 Proc PO\Printable\By Title Document Type Document Type   
88 Proc PO\Printable\By Title Date Raised Date Raised   
89 Proc PO\N-Printable\By PO # PO # PO #   
90 Proc PO\N-Printable\By PO # Document Type Document Type   
91 Proc PO\N-Printable\By PO # Date Raised Date Raised   
92 Proc PO\N-Printable\By Status Document Type Document Type   
93 Proc PO\N-Printable\By Status Date Raised Date Raised   
94 Proc PO\N-Printable\By Title Document Type Document Type   
95 Proc PO\N-Printable\By Title Date Raised Date Raised   
96 Proc RIR\<2500\Proc Case # Case # Requisition Title What does “Case #” mean?
97 Proc RIR\<2500\Proc Description Description   
98 Proc RIR\<2500\Proc Date Raised Date Raised   
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99 Proc RIR\<2500\Stores Case # Case # Requisition Title  
100 Proc RIR\<2500\Stores Description Description   
101 Proc RIR\<2500\Stores Date Raised Date Raised   
102 Proc RIR\>2500 RIR # RIR #   
103 Proc RIR\>2500 PO # PO #   
104 Proc RIR\>2500 Case # Case # Requisition Title  
105 Proc RIR\>2500 Description Description   
106 Proc RIR\>2500 Shipment Shipment   
107 Proc RIR\>2500 Date Raised Date Raised   
108 Proc Rejection Letter\By Number Document Type Document Type   
109 Proc Rejection Letter\By Vendor Document Type Document Type   
110 Proc Amendment Purchase Order PO # PO #  Amendment [to] Purchase Order
111 Proc Amendment Purchase Order Amend # Amend # Requisition Title  
112 Proc Amendment Purchase Order Amend PO Date Amend Date Requisition Title  
113 Proc Amendment Purchase Order Vendor Name Vendor Name  “Name” not necessary

114 Proc Code\Division Code OrgUnit OrgUnit  
Careless incosistency between 
OrgUnit and  Org Unit

115 Proc Code\Division Code Org Unit Code Org Unit Code  
Careless incosistency between 
OrgUnit and  Org Unit

116 Proc Code\Division Code Acronym Acronym Requisition Title  
117 CStores All Documents Stock No.  Inv Control Card  
118 CStores All Documents Description  Inv Control Card  
119 CStores All Documents Unit  Inv Control Card  
120 CStores By Category Stock No.  Inv Control Card  
121 CStores By Category Description  Inv Control Card  
122 CStores By Category Unit  Inv Control Card  
123 CStores By Category On Stock  Inv Control Card  

124 CStores
Export for Physical Verifica-
tion Stock No.  Inv Control Card  

125 CStores
Export for Physical Verifica-
tion Description  Inv Control Card  

126 CStores
Export for Physical Verifica-
tion Unit  Inv Control Card  

127 CStores
Export for Physical Verifica-
tion On Stock  Inv Control Card  

128 CStores
Export for Physical Verifica-
tion Store No.  Inv Control Card  

129 CStores Import Virew Found  None  
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130 CStores Import Virew Stock No.  None  
131 CStores Import Virew Price  None  
132 CStores Status Report\1.Disposals Stock No.  Stock Disposal  
133 CStores Status Report\1.Disposals Description  Stock Disposal  
134 CStores Status Report\1.Disposals Date  Stock Disposal  
135 CStores Status Report\1.Disposals Quantity  Stock Disposal  

136 CStores
Status Report\2.Disposals by 
Stcok No. Description  Stock Disposal  

137 CStores
Status Report\2.Disposals by 
Stcok No. Date  Stock Disposal  

138 CStores
Status Report\2.Disposals by 
Stcok No. Quantity  Stock Disposal  

139 CStores Untitled Stock No.  Stock Disposal  

140 Travel
Booking Request Auto\ADF5 
Participants Request No 1 Booking Request  

141 Travel
Booking Request Auto\ADF5 
Participants Traveller(s)  Booking Request  

142 Travel
Booking Request Auto\ADF5 
Participants Start Date  Booking Request  

143 Travel
Booking Request Auto\ADF5 
Participants End Date  Booking Request  

144 Travel
Booking Request Auto\ADF5 
Participants Division  Booking Request  

145 Travel
Booking Request Auto\By 
Request No Request Number  Booking Request  

146 Travel
Booking Request Auto\By 
Request No Travel Agency  Booking Request  

147 Travel
Booking Request Auto\By 
Request No Date Submitted  Booking Request  

148 Travel
Booking Request Auto\By 
Request No Amount  Booking Request  

149 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\New Request No  Booking Request  

150 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\New Traveller(s)  Booking Request  

151 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\New Start Date  Booking Request  

152 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\New End Date  Booking Request  
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153 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\New Division  Booking Request  

154 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Travel U Request No  Booking Request  

155 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Travel U Traveller(s)  Booking Request  

156 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Travel U Start Date  Booking Request  

157 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Travel U End Date  Booking Request  

158 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Travel U Division  Booking Request  

159 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Compl. Request No  Booking Request  

160 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Compl. Traveller(s)  Booking Request  

161 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Compl. Start Date  Booking Request  

162 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Compl. End Date  Booking Request  

163 Travel
Booking Request Auto\Divi-
sion\Compl. Division  Booking Request  

164 Ship
Shipping Advice\By Ship 
Date Consignee  Shipping Advice

By Ship [ing] Date; otherwise 
meaningless.

165 Ship
Shipping Advice\By Shipping 
Number Consignee  Shipping Advice

Shipping Number does not make 
sense.

166 Ship
Shipping Advice\By Shipping 
Advice #  Shipping Advice  

167 Ship
Shipping Advice\By Shipping 
Advice Consignee  Shipping Advice  

168 Reg. Courier Mails\Items\All Items Sender  Courier Item  
169 Reg. Courier Mails\Items\All Items Destination  Courier Item  

170 Reg. Courier Mails\Items\All Items Received Date  Courier Item
Date Received, instead of Re-
ceived Date

171 Reg. Courier Mails\Items\All Items Payment Status  Courier Item  

172 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Divi-
sion Sender  Courier Item  

173 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Divi-
sion Destination  Courier Item  

174 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Divi-
sion Received Date  Courier Item

Date Received, instead of Re-
ceived Date
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175 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Divi-
sion Payment Status  Courier Item  

176 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pro-
cess Status Sender  Courier Item  

177 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pro-
cess Status Destination  Courier Item  

178 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pro-
cess Status Received Date  Courier Item

Date Received, instead of Re-
ceived Date

178 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pro-
cess Status Received Date  Courier Item

Date Received, instead of Re-
ceived Date

179 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pro-
cess Status Payment Status  Courier Item  

180 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Re-
ceive Month Sender  Courier Item  

181 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Re-
ceive Month Division  Courier Item  

182 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Re-
ceive Month Received Date  Courier Item Date Received

183 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Re-
ceive Month Process Status  Courier Item  

184 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Re-
ceive Month Payment Status  Courier Item  

185 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pay-
ment Status Sender  Courier Item  

186 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pay-
ment Status Division  Courier Item  

187 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pay-
ment Status Received Date  Courier Item  

188 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Pay-
ment Status Status  Courier Item  

189 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ac-
count No. Sender  Courier Item  

190 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ac-
count No. Division  Courier Item  

191 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ac-
count No. Received Date  Courier Item  

192 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ac-
count No. Status  Courier Item  

193 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ac-
count No. Payment Status  Courier Item  
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194 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ap-
proval No. Sender  Courier Item  

195 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ap-
proval No. Received Date  Courier Item Date Received

196 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ap-
proval No. Country  Courier Item  

197 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ap-
proval No. Recepient  Courier Item  

198 Reg.
Courier Mails\Items\By Ap-
proval No. Status  Courier Item  

199 Reg. Delivery Detail\All No  Courier Item  
200 Reg. Delivery Detail\All Delivery Sender  Courier Item  
201 Reg. Delivery Detail\All Arrival Date  Courier Item  
202 Reg. Delivery Detail\All Total  Courier Item  
203 Reg. Delivery Detail\All Announced  Courier Item  
204 Reg. Delivery Detail\All Status  Courier Item  
205 Reg. Delivery Detail\By Status No    
206 Reg. Delivery Detail\By Status Sender    
207 Reg. Delivery Detail\By Status Date Received    
208 Reg. Delivery Detail\By Status Deliveries    
209 Reg. Delivery Detail\With Items Sender    
210 Reg. Delivery Detail\With Items Division    
211 Reg. Delivery Detail\With Items Received Date   Date Received
212 Reg. Delivery Detail\With Items Payment Status    
213 Reg. Payment Memo\All Invoice Date    
214 Reg. Payment Memo\All Items    
215 Reg. Payment Memo\All Cost    
216 Reg. Payment Memo\All Courier    
217 Reg. Payment Memo\All Status    
218 Reg. Payment Memo\By Status Invoice Date    
219 Reg. Payment Memo\By Status Items    
220 Reg. Payment Memo\By Status Cost    
221 Reg. Lookup\Countries Country Name   Country is enough
222 Reg. Lookup\Countries City    
223 Reg. Lookup\Couriers Courier    
224 Reg. Lookup\Couriers Payee    
225 Reg. Lookup\Divisions Division    
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226 Reg. Lookup\General Registry Head    
227 Reg. Registry.Incoming\All Items #  Incoming Pouch  
228 Reg. Registry.Incoming\All Pouch No  Incoming Pouch  
229 Reg. Registry.Incoming\All Dispatched  Incoming Pouch  
230 Reg. Registry.Incoming\All Received Date  Incoming Pouch Date Received

231 Reg.
Registry.Incoming\By Dis-
patched Month Disp. Date  Incoming Pouch Date Dispatched

232 Reg.
Registry.Incoming\By Dis-
patched Month Pouch No  Incoming Pouch  

233 Reg.
Registry.Incoming\By Dis-
patched Month Dispatecher  Incoming Pouch  

234 Reg. Registry.Incoming\By Source Pouch No  Incoming Pouch  
235 Reg. Registry.Incoming\By Source Received Date  Incoming Pouch Date Received
236 Reg. Registry.Incoming\By Status Pouch No  Incoming Pouch  
237 Reg. Registry.Incoming\By Status Received Date  Incoming Pouch Date Received
238 Reg. Registry.Incoming\Pouch Items Sender  Pouch Items  
239 Reg. Registry.Incoming\Pouch Items Addressee  Pouch Items  

240 Reg.
Registry.Incoming\With Reg-
istered Items Pouch   Incoming Pouch  

241 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\All Dispatched to  Outgoing Pouch  
242 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\All Pouch No  Outgoing Pouch  
243 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\All Dispatched Date  Outgoing Pouch Date Dispatched

244 Reg.
Outgoing Pouch\By Destina-
tion Pouch No  Outgoing Pouch  

245 Reg.
Outgoing Pouch\By Destina-
tion Dispatched Date  Outgoing Pouch Date Dispatched

246 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Status Pouch No  Outgoing Pouch  
247 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Status Dispatched Date  Outgoing Pouch Date Dispatched
248 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Status SE Returned Date  Outgoing Pouch Date SE Returned
249 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Month Pouch No  Outgoing Pouch  
250 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Month Destination  Outgoing Pouch  
251 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Month Weight  Outgoing Pouch  
252 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\By Month Cost  Outgoing Pouch  

253 Reg.
Outgoing Pouch\With Regis-
tered Item Pouch No  Pouch Items  

254 Reg.
Outgoing Pouch\With Agen-
cy Valise Pouch No  Agency Pouch  

255 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary Date  Outgoing Pouch  
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256 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary Checks Registered  Outgoing Pouch Registered Checks
257 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary Letters Registered  Outgoing Pouch Registered Letters

258 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary
Packages Regis-
tered  Outgoing Pouch Registered Packages

259 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary Letters Regular  Outgoing Pouch Regular Letters
260 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary Parcels Regular  Outgoing Pouch Regular Parcels
261 Reg. Outgoing Pouch\Summary P. Matters  Outgoing Pouch Printed Matters

Table 3 Data Fields of Business Forms Annexed to Data 
Tables

SN Path of Database Hierarchy Business Form Name Data Element Name  Comment (Evaluation)

   As it is As it should be  

1 \Requisition\… Requisition Requisition Title REQ Title

The parent (Reequisi-
tion) form applies to all 
children. 

2 \Requisition\… Requisition Status REQ Status  

3 \Requisition\… Requisition Title REQ Title
Redundancy: same as 
requisition title

4 \Requisition\… Requisition Date REQ Date  

5 \Requisition\… Requisition Type REQ Type  

6 \Requisition\… Requisition Number REQ Number
Edit as Requistion Num-
ber

7 \Requisition\… Requisition IMIS PE IMIS PE No Edit as IMIS PE Number

8 \Requisition\… Requisition Div/Section/Unit Organization Unit

Generic name acom-
modates all hierarchy 
levels

9 \Requisition\… Requisition Closing Date: Bid Closing Date 

Bid closing date logi-
cally comes after bid 
opening date

10 \Requisition\… Requisition Opening Date: Bid Opening Date:

Bid opening date logi-
cally comes before bid 
after date

11 \Requisition\… Requisition Vendors sent to: Vendors Bid Sent to  

12 \Requisition\… Requisition Bid Accepted Date: Date Bid Accepted  

13 \Requisition\… Requisition Selected Vendor: Selected Bid Vendor  

14 \Requisition\… Requisition Closing Date: Quote Closing Date  
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15 \Requisition\… Requisition Vendors sent to: Vendors Quote sent to  

16 \Requisition\… Requisition Bid Accepted Date: Date Quote Accepted  

17 \Requisition\… Requisition Selected Vendor Selected QuoteVendor  

18 \Requisition\… Requisition PO Due Date: PO Due Date:  

19 \Requisition\… Requisition PO Printed Date: PO Print Date:  

20 \Requisition\… Requisition Vendor sent to: Vendor PO sent to  

21 \Requisition\… Requisition Item# Item #  

22 \Requisition\… Requisition Qty Qty  

23 \Requisition\… Requisition Description Description  

24 \Requisition\… Requisition Unit Price Unit Price  

25 \Requisition\… Requisition Total Price Total Price  

26 \Requisition\… Requisition Pre-enc/Req. Currency: PE Requisition Currency  

27 \Requisition\… Requisition Obligation Currency: Obligation Currency  

28 \Requisition\… Requisition Payment Currency: Payment Currency  

29 \Requisition\… Requisition Additional Information Additional Information  

30 \Requisition\… Requisition Created by Created by  

31 \Requisition\… Requisition Date Created Date Created  

32 \Requisition\… Requisition Time Created Time Created  

33 \Requisition\… Requisition Last Edited By Edited By
Sice date and time fol-
low, “Last” unnecessary.

34 \Requisition\… Requisition Date Edited Date Edited  

35 Requisition\…. Requisition Time Edited Time Edited  

36 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Date Date

Bid Recipt Acknowl-
edgement, for short

37 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Bid No Bid No  

38 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment We intend Intend to sumit bid? (Y/N)

YES, for we intend to 
submit bid. 

39 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment We do not intend Intend to sumit bid? (Y/N)

NO, for we do not in-
tend to submit bid.

40 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment We intend Send Representative (Y/N)

YES, for we intend to 
send an authorized 
rep. 

41 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment We do not intend Send Representative (Y/N)

NO, for we do not in-
tend to send an autho-
rized rep.

42 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Name PName

The pre-fix, “P”, stands 
for proposer
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43 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Address PAddress  

44 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment City PCity  

45 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment State State  

46 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Country Country  

47 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Telephone PTelephone  

48 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Fax PFax  

49 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment E-Mail PE-Mail  

50 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Title PTitle  

51 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Authorized Rep. Rname  

52 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Address RAddress  

53 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment City RCity  

54 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment State RState  

55 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Country RCountry  

56 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Telephone RTelephone  

57 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Fax RFax  

58 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment E-Mail RE-Mail  

59 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Title RTitle  

60 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Created by Created by  

61 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Date Created Date Created  

62 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Time Created Time Created  
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63 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Last Edited By Edited By  

64 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Date Edited Date Edited  

65 Bids\Accepted Bids
Receipt Acknowledge-
ment Time Edited Time Edited  

66 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Bid Title Bid Title  

67 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Annex Annex  

68 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Bid Title Bid Title  

69 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Number Bid Number  

70 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Date Date  

71 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Number Bid Number  

72 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Vendor Vendor  

73 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Address Address  

74 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form City City  

75 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form State State  

76 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Country Country  

77 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Item# Item#  

78 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Qty Qty  

79 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Unit Unit  

80 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Description Description  

81 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Unit Price Unit Price  

82 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Total Price Total Price  

83 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Total FOB Price Total FOB Price
Additional information 
requested

84 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Discount Discount
Additional information 
requested

85 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Packing Packing
Additional information 
requested

86 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Insurance Insurance
Additional information 
requested

87 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Freight Freight
Additional information 
requested

88 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Grand Total Grand Total
Additional information 
requested

89 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Delivery Period Delivery Period
Additional information 
requested

90 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Warranty Details Warranty Details
Additional information 
requested
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91 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Validity of Offer Validity of Offer
Additional information 
requested

92 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Created by Created by  

93 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Date Created Date Created  

94 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Time Created Time Created  

95 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Last Edited By Edited By  

96 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Date Edited Date Edited  

97 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Form Time Edited Time Edited  

98 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Bid Title: Bid Title:  

99 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Name of Bidder: Bider Name  

100 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Address: Address  

101 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Telephone No: Telephone  

102 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Fax No.:  Fax  

103 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information E-mail address: E-Mail  

104 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Name Name  

105 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Title Title  

106 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Authorized Signature Signature  

107 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Created by Created by  

108 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Date Created Date Created  

109 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Time Created Time Created  

110 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Last Edited By Last Edited By  

111 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Date Edited Date Edited  

112 Bids\Accepted Bids Bider Information Time Edited Time Edited  

113 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Ref Ref  

114 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Date Date  

115 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Bider Name Bider Name  

116 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Address Address  

117 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter City City  

118 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter State State  

119 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Country Country  

120 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Fax Fax  

121 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Bid No Bid No  

122 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Bid Title: Bid Title:  

123 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Annex Annex  

124 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Submission Deadline Submission Deadline  

125 Bids\Accepted Bids ITB Letter Bid Opening Date Bid Opening Date  

126 Quotations RFQ Summary RFQ RFQ  
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127 Quotations RFQ Summary Ref # Ref #  

128 Quotations RFQ Summary Date Date  

129 Quotations RFQ Summary Vendor Vendor  

130 Quotations RFQ Summary Address Address  

131 Quotations RFQ Summary City City  

132 Quotations RFQ Summary State State  

133 Quotations RFQ Summary Country Country  

134 Quotations RFQ Summary Phone Phone  

135 Quotations RFQ Summary Fax Fax  

136 Quotations RFQ Summary E-mail E-mail  

137 Quotations RFQ Summary Item# Item#  

138 Quotations RFQ Summary Qty Qty  

139 Quotations RFQ Summary Unit Unit  

140 Quotations RFQ Summary Description Description  

141 Quotations RFQ Summary Unit Price Unit Price  

142 Quotations RFQ Summary Total Price Total Price  

143 Quotations RFQ Summary Created by Created by  

144 Quotations RFQ Summary Date Created Date Created  

145 Quotations RFQ Summary Time Created Time Created  

146 Quotations RFQ Summary Last Edited By Last Edited By  

147 Quotations RFQ Summary Date Edited Date Edited  

148 Quotations RFQ Summary Time Edited Time Edited  

149 Quotations RFQ Deatails Reference No. Reference No.  

150 Quotations RFQ Deatails Date Date  

151 Quotations RFQ Deatails Vendor Vendor  

152 Quotations RFQ Deatails Address Address  

153 Quotations RFQ Deatails City City  

154 Quotations RFQ Deatails State State  

155 Quotations RFQ Deatails Country Country  

156 Quotations RFQ Deatails Phone Phone  

157 Quotations RFQ Deatails Fax Fax  

158 Quotations RFQ Deatails E-mail E-mail  

159 Quotations RFQ Deatails Subject Description Subject is vague

160 Quotations RFQ Deatails Item# Item#  

161 Quotations RFQ Deatails Qty Qty  

162 Quotations RFQ Deatails Unit Unit  

163 Quotations RFQ Deatails Description Description  
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164 Quotations RFQ Deatails Unit Price Unit Price  

165 Quotations RFQ Deatails Total Price Total Price  

166 Quotations RFQ Deatails Created by Created by  

167 Quotations RFQ Deatails Date Created Date Created  

168 Quotations RFQ Deatails Time Created Time Created  

169 Quotations RFQ Deatails Last Edited By Last Edited By  

170 Quotations RFQ Deatails Date Edited Date Edited  

171 Quotations RFQ Deatails Time Edited Time Edited  

172 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Reference No.   

173 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Date   

174 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Vendor   

175 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) City   

176 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Country   

177 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Phone   

178 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Fax   

179 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Email   

180 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Subject   

181 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Item#   

182 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Qty   

183 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Unit   

184 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Unit Price   

185 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Total Price   

186 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Terms and conditions   

187 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Created by   
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188 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Date Created   

189 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Time Created   

190 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Edited by   

191 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Date Edited   

192 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Time Edited   

193 Quotations
Request for Quotations 
(RFQ) Signed   

194 Purchase Order Purchase Order PO Number   

195 Purchase Order Purchase Order Date   

196 Purchase Order Purchase Order IMIS Account   

197 Purchase Order Purchase Order IMIS Obligation No.   

198 Purchase Order Purchase Order IMIS PE No.   

199 Purchase Order Purchase Order Vendor’s Details   

200 Purchase Order Purchase Order Phone   

201 Purchase Order Purchase Order Fax   

202 Purchase Order Purchase Order E-mail   

203 Purchase Order Purchase Order Subject   

204 Purchase Order Purchase Order Item#   

205 Purchase Order Purchase Order Qty   

206 Purchase Order Purchase Order Unit   

207 Purchase Order Purchase Order Description   

208 Purchase Order Purchase Order Unit Price   

209 Purchase Order Purchase Order Total Price   

210 Purchase Order Purchase Order Delivey shall … Delivery to Verbosity

211 Purchase Order Purchase Order Delivery shall … Latest Delivery Date Verbosity

212 Purchase Order Purchase Order Mode of Delivery Delivery mode Verbosity

213 Purchase Order Purchase Order All charges …. Payable by UNECA Verbosity

214 Purchase Order Purchase Order Remarks Remarks Verbosity

215 Purchase Order Purchase Order Buyer Buyer Verbosity

216 Purchase Order Purchase Order Procurement Officer Procurement Assistant
Distinction between Of-
ficer and Assistant

217 Purchase Order Purchase Order Inspecton shall … Inspection by Verbosity

218 Purchase Order Purchase Order All cases, parcels … Mark cases, parcels as  
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219 Purchase Order Purchase Order Payment terms Payment terms  

220 Purchase Order Purchase Order Invoices …. Address invoices to  

221 Purchase Order Purchase Order Note 1 Note 2  

222 Purchase Order Purchase Order Approved by Approved by 44

223 Purchase Order Purchase Order Copy to Copy to  

224 Purchase Order Purchase Order Created by Created by  

225 Purchase Order Purchase Order Date Created Date Created  

226 Purchase Order Purchase Order Time Created Time Created  

227 Purchase Order Purchase Order Last Edited By Last Edited By  

228 Purchase Order Purchase Order Date Edited Date Edited  

229 Purchase Order Purchase Order Time Edited Time Edited  

230 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet To To  

231 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet From From  

232 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet Fax No Fax No  

233 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet No. of pages Pages  

234 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet Date Date  

235 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet IMIS Ref. IMIS Ref.  

236 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet Ref. Ref ?
What kind of refer-
ence?

237 Purchase Order Fascimile Transm. sheet Subject Subject  

238 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Case # Case #  

239 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Raised at Raise at  

240 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request To To  

241 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Date Date  

242 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Reference  Reference   

243 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Payment Payment  

244 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Supplier Name Supplier Name  

245 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Item# Item#  

246 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Qty Qty  

247 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Unit Unit  

248 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Description Description  

249 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Unit Price Unit Price  

250 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Total Price Total Price  

251 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Account chargeable Account chargeable  

252 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Documents attached … Documents attached …  

253 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Signed by Signed by  

254 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Date Date  
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255 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Signature Signature  

256 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Certified by Certified by  

257 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Date Date  

258 RIR\<2500\Procurement Settlement Request Signature Signature  

259 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR RIR # RIR #  

260 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Title Title  

261 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR RIR  # RIR  #  

262 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Received at Received at  

263 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Vendor Vendor  

264 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Date  

265 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Case # Case #  

266 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Shipment:Comp/Partial Shipment Complete? Y/N Boolean operator

267 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Partial number Partial number Unclear

268 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR    

269 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Item# Item#  

270 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Description Description  

271 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Unit Unit  

272 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Qty Ord’d Qty Ordered  

273 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Qty Recd Qty Received  

274 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Balance Surplus (+)/Shortfall (-) Surplus or shortfall

275 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Prepared by Prepared by  

276 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Date  

277 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Signature Signature  

278 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Checked by Checked by  

279 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Date  

280 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Signature Signature  

281 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Received by Received by  

282 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Date  

283 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Signature Signature  

284 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Supervisor Supervisor  

285 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Date  

286 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Signature Signature  

287 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Posted to record by Posted to record by  

288 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Created by Created by  

289 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Created Date Created  

290 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Time Created Time Created  

291 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Last Edited By Last Edited By  
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292 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Date Edited Date Edited  

293 RIR\<2500\Stores RIR Time Edited Time Edited  

294 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO PO Amendment # PO Amendment # PO Ammendment

295 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Supplier Supplier Multiple elements

296 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Supplier Address Decomposed

297 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Supplier City Decomposed

298 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Supplier State Decomposed

299 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Supplier Country Decomposed

300 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Amendment # Amendment #  

301 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO To Purchase Order # Purchase Order #  

302 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO IMIS Ref. IMIS Ref.  

303 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Date Date  

304 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Account # Account #  

305 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Item# Item#  

306 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Qty Qty  

307 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Unit Unit  

308 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Description Description  

309 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Unit Price Unit Price  

310 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Total Price Total Price  

311 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Buyer Buyer  

312 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Designatoin Designatoin  

313 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Procurement Officer Procurement Officer  

314 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Designatoin Designatoin  

315 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Approved by Approved by  

316 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Designatoin Designatoin  

317 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Created by Created by  

318 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Date Created Date Created  

319 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Time Created Time Created  

320 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Last Edited By Last Edited By  

321 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Date Edited Date Edited  

322 RIR/>2500\Stores Amendment to PO Time Edited Time Edited  

323 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Name of Carrier Name of Carrier  

324 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Shipper/Exporter Shipper/Exporter  

325 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Consignee Consignee  

326 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
Ultimate Consignee if dif-
ferent from above

Ultimate Consignee if dif-
ferent from above  
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327 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
In reply refer to Shipping 
Advie number and date   

328 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
Requisition or Travel Au-
thorisation #:

Requisition or TA #
 

 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Purchase Order #: Purchase Order #:  

329      

330 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Account and/or MOD #: Account and/or MOD #:  

331 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
Bill of Lading/Airway 
bill #

Bill of Lading/Airway bill 
#  

332 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Depature Date Depature Date  

333 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Weight Entitlement Weight Entitlement  

334 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Insurance Entitlement Insurance Entitlement  

335 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Insurance #: Insurance #:  

336 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Insured Value Insured Value  

337 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Invoice or Inventory Value Invoice or Inventory Value  

338 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
Delivering carrier & refer-
ences

Delivering carrier & refer-
ences  

339 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Delivery Date Delivery Date  

340 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Pier of airport Pier of airport  

341 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Exporting Carrier Exporting Carrier  

342 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice               Port of Loading  Port of Loading  

343 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Air/Sea port of discharge Air/Sea port of discharge  

344 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              For transhipment to For transhipment to  

345 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Instructions to agent Instructions to agent  

346 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Marks and numbers Marks and numbers  

347 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              No of typees of Pkgs No of typees of Pkgs  

348 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Description of goods Description of goods  

349 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Gross weight Gross weight  

350 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Measurement Measurement  

351 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Attachments Attachments  

352 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Approved by Approved by  

353 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              
Freight & Charges Pay-
able at

Freight & Charges Pay-
able at  

354 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              

Prepaid         Collect  

Prepaid? (Y/N) Boolean operator

355 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Headquarters to insure … Insurance by HQ? (Y/N)  
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356

Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Payment received … to 
cover Excess … articles of 
special value

Payment for excess over 
entitlement or special value 
articles  

357 Shipping Advice

Shipping Advice              

Remarks Remarks  

358 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Created by Created by  

359 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Date Created Date Created  

360 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Time Created Time Created  

361 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Last Edited By Last Edited By  

362 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Date Edited Date Edited  

363 Shipping Advice Shipping Advice              Time Edited Time Edited  

364 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Stock No.   

365 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Stock Code   

366 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Description   

367 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Unit of measure   

368 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Unit Price   

369 Central Stores Inventory Control Card In Stock   

370 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Total Price   

371 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Maximum stock level   

372 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Minimum stock level   

373 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Reorder level   

374 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Remarks   

375 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Main category   

376 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Sub-cateory   

377 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Store No.   

378 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Shelf No.   

379 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Row No.  What about column no?

380 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Created by   

381 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Date Created   

382 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Time Created   

383 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Last Edited By   

384 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Date Edited   

385 Central Stores Inventory Control Card Time Edited   

386 Central Stores Stock Disposal Stock No   

387 Central Stores Stock Disposal Description   

388 Central Stores Stock Disposal Unit   
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389 Central Stores Stock Disposal Quantity   

390 Central Stores Stock Disposal Unit Cost   

391 Central Stores Stock Disposal Total Cost   

392 Central Stores Stock Disposal Disposal No   

393 Central Stores Stock Disposal Reason   

394 Central Stores Stock Disposal Date Disposed   

395 Central Stores Stock Disposal Quantity Disposed   

396 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Request No :   

397 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request First Name / Last Name :  
Decompose into first 
and last name fields

398 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Mission Start Date :   

399 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Mission End Date :   

400 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Traveller(s) Type :   

401 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Division/Section :   

 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Purpose of Travel :   

402      

403 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Traveller Contact Info :   

404 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request (Tel. Office, Res. Mobile#) Phone: Office/Res/Cell
Decompose telephone 
types

405 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request
Special Flight Arrange-
ment :   

406 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request
Seat Preference : Isle/
Window   

407 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request
Special Meal Request if 
any   

408 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Frequent Flyer # :   

409 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Authorized Itinerary :   

410 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Requested Itinerary :   

411 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Dependants :   

412 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request
(DOB, Departure/Return 
Date)  

Decompose date ele-
ments

413 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Remarks :   

414 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Bid Start Time :   

415 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Bid End Time :   

416 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Created by   

417 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Date Created   

418 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Time Created   

419 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Last Edited By   
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420 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Date Edited   

421 Travel\Booking Request Booking Request Time Edited   

422 Transport Vehicle Request Status   

423 Transport Vehicle Request Requesting Officer   

424 Transport Vehicle Request Position   

425 Transport Vehicle Request Request Date   

426 Transport Vehicle Request Unit/Section/Division   

427 Transport Vehicle Request Extension   

428 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Division/Section Division/Section  

429 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Sender Sender  

430 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Title Title  

431 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Account No Account No  

432 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Approval Ref No Approval Ref No  

433 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Approval Date Approval Date  

434 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Approved Items Approved Items  

435 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Recipient Recipient  

436 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Destination Address Destination Address  

437 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Country Country  

438 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General City City  

 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Item Type Item Type  

439      

440 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Description Description  

441 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Date Arrived Arrival Date  

442 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Created by Created by  

443 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General Created Date Date Created  

444 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\General History History  

445 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Courier   

446 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier LC Date   

447 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier LC Reference No   

448 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Courier Officer   

449 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Submitted Date Date Submitted  

450 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Submitted time Time Submitted  

451 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier AWB No   

452 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Weight Cost in figures  

453 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Cost   

454 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Cost in Words   

455 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Signer   
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456 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Delived Date Date delivered  

457 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Announced Date Date announced What does that mean?

458 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Created by   

459 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier Created Date   

460 Courier Mails\Items Courier Item\Courier History   

461 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Status   

462 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Date   

463 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Reference No   

464 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Memo To   

465 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Memo From   

466 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Payee   

467 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Invoice No   

468 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Invoice Date   

469 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Amount in Figure   

470 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Amount in Words   

471 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Partial Number   

472 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo RIR No   

473 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo PO No   

474 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Memo Submitted Date Date Memo Submitted  

475 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo AWB No   

476 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Submitted Date  Date Submitted    

 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Destination   

477      

478 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Weight (KGs)    

479 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Cost(ETB)   

480 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Created by   

481 Courier Mails\Payment Memo Payment Memo Created Date   

482 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Country Country   

483 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Country Cities   

484 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Country Status   

485 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Country Created by   

486 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Country Created Date Date created  

487 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Status   

488 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Courier   

489 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Short Name   

490 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Address   

491 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier City   
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492 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Country   

493 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Telephone   

494 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Officers   

495 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Payment Contact Person   

496 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Payment Contact Email   

497 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Delivery Contact Person   

498 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Delivery Contact Email   

499 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier
Local Courier Contact 
Email   

500 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Created by   

501 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Courier Created Date Date created  

502 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Status   

503 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Division   

504 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Users   

505 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Account Nos   

506 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Created by   

507 Courier Mails\Lookup Info Divison Created Date Date created  

508 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Status   

509 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Pouch Start No   

510 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Total Bags   

511 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Dispatched From   

512 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Pouch No   

513 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Dispatched To   

514 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Date Dispatched   

 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Date Received   

515      

516 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General History   

517 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Created by   

518 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\General Created Date   

519 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Total Letters   

520 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Total Parcels   

521 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Total Printed Matters   

522 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Total Valises   

523 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Total Magazines   

524 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Carrier   

525 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Air Way Bill No   

526 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Remarks   
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527 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Created by   

528 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Summary Created Date   

529 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Sender   

530 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Addressee   

531 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Status   

532 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Add Item   

533 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Letters   

534 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Checks   

535 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Packages   

536 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Created by   

537 Registry.Incoming Incoming Pouch\Reg.Items Created Date   

538 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Status   

539 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Sender   

540 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Addressee   

541 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Item Type   

542 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Bag No   

543 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Messanger   

544 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Remark   

545 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items History   

546 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Created by   

547 Registry.Incoming Pouch Items Created Date   

548 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Status   

549 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Pouch No   

550 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Total Bags   

551 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Dispatched From   

 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Dispatched To   

552      

553 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Dispatched Date   

554 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Returned Date   

555 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General History   

556 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Created by   

557 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch Outgoing Pouch\General Created Date   

558 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Letters   

559 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Parcels   

560 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Printed Matters   
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561 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Valises   

562 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Magazines   

563 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Total Weight   

564 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Created by   

565 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Sum-
mary Created Date Date created  

566 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Addressed To :   

567 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Carrier   

568 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail LC Reference No   

569 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Air Way Bill No   

570 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Amount   

571 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Invoice No   

572 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Invoice Date   

573 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Created by   

574 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Carrier 
Detail Created Date Date created  

575 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Sender   

576 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Addreessee   

577 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Status   

578 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Total checks   

579 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Total Letters   

580 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Total pakages   
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581 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Created by   

582 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Pouch 
Items Created Date   

583 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Agency Name   

584 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Pouch No   

585 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Submission date   

586 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Total Valises   

587 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Created by   

588 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Items Created Date   

589 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Status   

590 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Sender   

591 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Addressee   

592 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Description   

593 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Item Type   

594 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Created by   

595 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\With 
Reg.Item Created Date   

596 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Pouch No:   

597 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Agency Name   

598 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch

Submission Date(To Reg-
istry)   

599 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Item Type   

600 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Total Weight   
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601 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Rate Used   

602 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Created by   

603 [Registry]Outgoing Pouch
Outgoing Pouch\Ageny 
Pouch Created Date   




